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TO ASSIST HOUSEWIVES

Uncle Fernando Attends a
Get Together in Portland Central Maine Establishes New Home Service Department Daniels, Jewelers, Move Into New Store Which Has But
One Jewelry Equal In the State
—Exciting Incident
Here—Mrs. Florence Ellis In Charge

NEWSPAPER HISTORY

The Rockland Gazette was established In
1846. In 1874 the Courier was established and
consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. The
Free Press was established in 1855 and in
1891 dunged its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
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permanent receipt for all money expended.

BREWSTER STRICKEN

This convenience and protection is yours free of

Senatorial Aspirant a Victim
of Appendicitis — Out In
Two Weeks

charge at this bank.

North National Bank

Ex-Gov. Ralph O. Brewster, can
didate to the Republican nomination
to the United States Senate in the
June primaries, was rushed from the
Columbia Hotel, Portland, to St.
Barnabas Hospital, about 3 o'clock
Sunday morniiiB and immediately
STATEMENT OF CONDITION
underwent an operation for acute
OF THE
appendicitis.
nr. Richard D. Small, the former
ROCKLAND LOAN & BUILDING ASSN governor's physician, late Sunday
night reported that Mr. Brewster was
Rockland, Me.
resting quietly and that he undoubt
edly would be able to leave the hos
pital In two weeks unless complica
March 25, 1930
tions set in.
J. ALBERT JAMESON, Pr.tident
EDWARD F. GLOVER, Vice President
Ex-Governor Brewster first com
HARRY 0. GURDY, Secretary and Treasurer
plained of illness Saturday evening
DIRECTORS—Putnam P. Bicknell, A. Judson Bird, Thomas H. Chisholm, hut his condition did not become
Robert U. Collins, Ernest C. Davis, Charles H. Duff, Edward F. Glover, Harry serious until after midnight. Sum
O. Gurdy, J. Albert Jameson, E. Mont Perry, Walter H. Spear.
moned shortly before 3 o’clock Sun
day morning, Dr. Small ordered Mr.
ORGANIZED MAY 18, 1888
Brewsters Immediate removal to the
hospital.
.
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Accumulated Capital
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of Shareholders.........................
of Borrowers .............................
of Shares Outstanding ...........
of Shares Pledged for Loans
of Loans .....................................

1 154
541
11,957
5,187
655
SANGER N. ANNIS,
Bank Commissioner.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Yes, I went to Portland, to the big
“get-together" ball, G.A.R. time
sponsored by the Band which has
been officially recognized or selected
to be our escort from Portland to the
National G.A.R. encampment to be
held in Cincinnati next August.
Of course I had a good time
Through tlie courtesy of Mrs. Lillian
Lincoln of Camden, I went by auto,
with Fred at the wheel. "After the
ball" on Tuesday morning we went
up to Bridgton, meeting on the way
quite a heavy snowstorm, and stoping in Bridgton Tuesday night.
The roads were not bad. Bridgton
is usually a smart village, hut Just
now is not on the map because of its
idle woolen mills. But salmon fish
ing is good there, because there are
many big ponds and lakes nearby
that are just alive with the fish. I
had one dinner off one fresh from
Moose pond, and was invited to go
out and try my luck, hut I was not
prepared to he frozen to death Just yet.
For it was leal cool weather out of
doors up there.
Wednesday after dinner
Fred
wanted to take me up Into the moun
tains where he and his mother spent
a few weeks last season. It was a
wonderful ride up through North
Conway and Intervale to Bartlett.
We were surrounded by the grand old
mountains of Maine and each one of
them was trying to outdo his neigh
bor, with a heavy snowsquall of its
own.

We rode through five covered
j bridges, saw the "Jockey Cap" and
famous "White Horse" ledge and en
joyed it all hugely, as all must who
see the grand and beautiful sights of
Maine for the first time. Back to
P.ridgton for the night, and on Thurs
day morning we started on our waj'
hack home by way of Portland. Three
miles above the beautiful village of
Featuring
Naples we sighted a fire in what ap
peared to be the woods, but we soon
BERT LIBBY, Eanjoist
found it to be a house, less than a
quarter mile away. Driving swiftly
Formerly on the Keith Circuit
to the next house Fred told the peo
OPEN FOR ENGAGEMENTS
ple of the fire. It was their nearest
neighbor, hut a line of woods had
prevented them from seeing it.
Tel. Rockland 1092-J
The first words of the lady were:
45T51
"My God. there is a crippled woman
in that house, and she may be alone
as her husband often goes out to
work." The way Fred's overcoat came
. ,ff was a caution, and the way he “lit
out” through the woods would shame
Gilchrest
i greyhound. He was the first o’
Monumental Works to get to the house and found the man
Main Street
home and trying to get his crippled
Thomaston, Maine
wife out, but it was then done in quick
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
time.
Telephone Connection
Fred got out a few things, but the
fire was now so fierce, it was useless.
The neighbors began to come and a
pilmper from some place soon got
there and all turned their attention
to stopping the fire which had got
ten into the woods. The buildings
were entirely destroyed, with con
tents.
After an hour’s excitement we re
sumed our journey toward home. We
found the roads “passable" hut not
comfortable. Only in about half a
dozen places did we see signs of gar
dening or planting.
F. S. P.

"STICK” SMITH
And His Orchestra

Teach Children The

Value Of Money
They are learning fast. Now is the period when
their brains receive the most lasting impressions.

Now is the time for them to realize the value of
money.
Let them earn small sums for the chores they do,
and encourage them to put the money into the bank
—into savings accounts of their very own.
When they want little things, let them pay for
them with their own money. This will discourage
extravagance.
As they grow up they will acquire a realization of
the true value of money—the basis of every suc
cessful career.

Announcement is made toy local
division offices of the Central .Maine
Power Company today of the addi
tion of a new Home (Service Depart
ment with headquarters at 447 Main
street, Rockland.
Mrs. Florence
Ellis of iWindsorville is to be in
charge of this activity and enters
upon her duties as Home iService
worker at once.
Workmen are now busy remodeling

Mrs. Florence Ellis, Who Heads New
Home Service Depa tment

the rooms formerly occupied as the
Girls’ Club in the second floor of
this building which are rapidly as

MAINE’S

remarkable skill and taste were never
more in evidence.
Probably there are few business
men in Maine better know’n than
Clarence E. Daniels, who founded
this firm. He was born in Belfast in
1869, but the family moved from there
when he was eight years old, to
Salem, Mass., and he divided his time
between that city and Camden where
he lived with his grandparents while
attending Camden High School.
Working before and after school in
J. B. Williamson’s jewelry store (the
closing hours were then 9 p. m.) he
received the munificent sum of 75
cents a week. But he wan so anxious
to learn the trade that he would
cheerfully have worked for nothing.
Small things often turn the whole
current of a man’s life, and it did in
this instance. Passing the jewlry
store one morning the schoolboy
heard someone tap on the window,
and looking up he saw a man beck
oning for him to enter. It w’as op
portunity knocking, though the boy
did not recognize it at the time.
Mr. Williamson wanted the win
dow’s washed, and Clarence evidently
did the job well for the proprietor
asked him how he would like to w’ork
there.
• • e •

Clarence E. Daniels Who Will Have
a Busy Afternoon Acknowledging
Congratulations

the public is left the decision as to
whether this was not a correct fore
FIRST AIR
cast.
The front has a double angle re
cessed entrance and being a corner
Principals Were From Bangor, But Rockland Had the store is capable of seven sections of
show window’s.
Thrills—Wedding Lunch At Park Street Cafe
The exterior color scheme is silver
and blacfc enamel worked out in a
modernistic design including signs of
A Bangor air wedding. tin which h. p. motor. It Is the same type as the the same color and motif which read
Tockland stole all of the thunder, was machine in which Art Goebel won the “Daniels-Jew’elers” in raised letters
Performed at noon Saturday high Dole race to Hawaii and similar to with the dates 1892-1930.
♦ ♦ ♦ •
tbove the Queen City. The principals the one built for Wallace Beery of the
.vere George Staples and Miss Lottie movies. It recently carried Gary
The show windows are worked out
MacDonald, both of Bangor, and the Cooper to Tampa.
in silver and black with a touch of
It was past 11 o’clock when the jade green, the background being the
)ffleiatlng clergyman was Rev. Basil
Jleaflon. pastor of the Congregational Bangor party arrived. The first per newest thing in glass with lines cut
son to alight was Danny Maher, the in a diamond pattern. This with the
Church in Brewer.
The wedding (first to be performed irrepressible motion picture man who gray and black valance and green silk
n Maine skies) was a bona .fide af hangs his hat in Bangor but who is drapes complete a very suitable set
fair. but also served as a big pub likely to be found in all parts of Maine ting for the display of Daniels mer
licity stunt f >r the Automatic Washer —at the same time we were about to chandise.
Company, which furnished its power say.
The same color scheme is carried
There were other camera men and out in the store interior. Wall cover
ful monoplane. Smiling Thru for the
Bangor
newspaper
men
all
keen
to
iccasion. and for the several Bangor
ing is silvered brocaded sanltas set
business firms which fitted out the get the freshest dope on this novel off with black moulding and basepublicity
stunt.
bride with everything in the matri
hoard. The large wall case for the
monial catalogue from dainty high
The bride, in an attractive gown of display of silverware which takes
heeled shoes to the shower bouquet blue georgette, with satin shoes most of the south wall and the show
which had been dyed to match it, and cases which have been rebuilt to
of sweet peas.
An enterprising Rockland business who carried a shower bouquet of suit Mr. Daniels are in dull black
man who also got into the game was sweet peas, looked not at all flurried ornamented with Silver and jade
Manley T. Perry, proprietor of the at the prospect of facing so many green. The wood trim at the windows
Park Street Cafe, who at very short cameras, or being married 1000 feet in and wall cases in the gift room at
notice provided the wedding lunch the air. Her bridesmaid was Miss the rear of the store are green with
for the couple and for the 20 or more Florence Price of Brewer, who, in a black lines and bases.
gown of figured silk crepe, carrying
members of the bridal party.
A small office is situated conveni
Rockland became a factor in this sweet peas, was also self-possessed.
ently at the left as you enter. The
The groomsman was Ralph Sever work room and repair department are
interesting event because the field at
Bangor was not in suitable condition ance of Bangor.
on the right.
The departure for Bangor was de
for an airplane to land.
The floor is one of the most elabo
Out of the western skives shortly layed 10 or 15 minutes until the rate and expensive ever laid in this
after 9 a. m. Saturday came a large camera men had “shot” the scene to part of the State, and was done by
monoplane—an eight-place Travel their heart’s content.
the Heliopore Service Corporation of
Air, on whose sides appeared the
The ceremony in mid-air was a Damariscotta under the local man
congenial legend “Smiling Thru.” A complete success, and it was a very agement of E. J. Davis, who at that
local plane escorted it to a proper happy party which alighted at the time was connected with the corpo
parking place near the juncture of Rockland Airport at 1 p. m. on the ration. The center is gray and the
Broadway and Holmes street, and first stage of the honeymoon journey. borders are done in green and black.
out of the machine stepped H. L. Ogg, There was a brief parade through Resilience and sanitation are among
president of the Automatic Washer Main street, with auto horns honking, the virtues claimed for it.
Company; Harry Baynes of Boston, and then the bridal party went direct
Mr. Daniels views his new quarters
the New England manager; Wilfred ly to the Park Street Cafe, where at with special satisfaction, as they have
Gerbach of Newton, Iowa, the pilot; a reserved table the bridal couple , carried out his own designs. The ex
and H. H. Wimple, the company’s found that a thoughtful proprietor cellence of his taste in window deepterritorial representative.
had provided a bouquet of roses and j rations is widely known.
These officials were met by May a w’edding cake.
Two artistic minds collaborated on
nard Wentworth of Thomaston, who
A complete shore dinner was served, i the creation of this very unusual
is the company’s very efficient mana and after the happy party had store Mr. Daniels as designer, and
ger in this district, ond who proved thoroughly enjoyed the numerous ' G. H. Crie as the man who carried
of valuable assistance in completing courses,
Proprietor
Perry
was out his ideas to the letter, and whose
the local details of the wedding.
swamped with thanks for his share in
Then ensued a long wait for the making Maine’s first air wedding
POMONA GRANGE AT HOPE
arrival of the Bangor wedding party, such a great success.
which was coming to this city in
Among those who came to Rock
Pomona Grange will meet with
land to witness the start and finish of Hope Grange Saturday. The program
motor cars.
This gave an opportunity for an the air wedding was John H. Wilson,
will be: Song service by the Grange;
interested crowd of spectators to in editor of that excellent Aroostook
address of welcome,Ed ward Holmes;
spect Smiling Thru, and to watch the County weekly, the Republican. He response, Adel la Veazie; recitation.
interesting process of decorating the arranged with President Ogg to have
Evelyn Marniner; song, olive Noyes;
cabin with satin streamers. Long Smiling Thru visit Caribou June 5,
original poem, Lillian Weaver; reci
white streamers were also attached when, it is understood, there will be tation, Estelle Bartlett; question,
to the wings, and as the plane subse another air wedding.
What benefit is the Grange to the
A new Dodge .Straight Eight, fur
quently sped up the Penobscot \ alley,
Elmer True, Emily
Free Home Demonstration with siren tooting, nobody could have nished by Dyer’s Garage served as community?
Holmes and R. S. 'Simmons; recita
been left in doubt that it was the District Manager Wentworth’s offi tion. E. Donald Perry: winging by the
cial car here, while Irving Beach,
bridal car.
Grange; two selections to be fur
Smiling Thru is a Travel Air of manager of the Lewiston Buick
nished bv lecturer <«f Hope Grange.
MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME. model 6000, propelled by a Wright 300 Company also volunteered cars which
were used in the wedding procession.
Lester H. Shibles of 'Orono and
The w’ise modern housewife, shares Rockport. State Club leader and a
her burdens and lets The People’s familiar figure in this city, paid h’s
Laundry, Tel. 170, do her family wash, first visit here yesterday since his
rugs and quilts. The cost is low, the recent hospital experience and was
service prompt, the work excellent.
given a cordial welcome all along
124-tf
the line.

WEDDING

“I took to the job ns a duck takes
to water,’’ Mr. Daniels told The Cou
rier-Gazette reporter yesterday, “and
was with Mr. Williamson three
years. I then entered the employ of
the late W. M. Purrington in Rock
land at $3 a W’eek and hoard, working
six days a week from 7 a. m. to 9
p. m., and wdth kerosene lights for
illumination.
“I was with Mr. Purrington three
years, then went into business for
myself at the store of James Breck
which was also serving as a car sta
tion in the early days of the trolley
line. After being in business three
months there I moved to Mrs Hanra
han’s millinery store, where I re
mained 14 years.’’
It was during this period that Mr.
Daniels established his street clock,
which has been quite as popular all
these years as the Butler town clock
is today. Mr. Daniels also had the
first electric flash sign that Rockland
had ever seen—a home made affair
reading: “Daniels.”
When Mr. Daniels made his next
move it was into the store which he
has just vacated after a tenancy of
23 years. He was married 33 years
ago to Grace Sherman, who has been
actively identified with him in the
business.
Note the persistence with which the
figure 3 has followed Mr. Daniels'
career. Three years with William ' son, three years w4th Ihirnington,
I three months at the Breck store, 23
years in the quarters just vacated
j and 33years married. Had he left the
I Hanrahan store one year sooner there
I would have been another three, but
some folks might call 13 unlucky.
And now comes still another sug
gestion of three—the third member
of the business, Lloyd Daniels, son
of the founder, who learned the busi
ness at the Waltham Watch Factory,
and who attended the Horological
School In Massachusetts. Mrs. Lloyd
I>aniels is also a valued member of
the staff.
Turning back memory’s pages to
the time w’hen he learned the jeweler’s
trade, Mr. Daniels notes many
changes. The trade w’as much harder
to learn when he began. Watches in
the old days were much larger, the
movement in a woman’s watch being
the *ze of a half dollar, w’hile today
It is the size of a dime. The wrist
watch has come to stay in Mr.
Daniels’ opinion, only where men are
concerned they don’t call them wrist
watches; they use the less effeminate
term of strap w’atches.
Few men have shown closer appli
cation to business than has Mr.
Daniels, but it has not been all work.
In 1927 he spent 10 weeks in Europe
and attended the International Rotary
convention. In 1928-29 he made his
tour around the world, as afterwrard
described at much length in these
columns.

CAMDEN MAKES GAIN1

New Census Shows An In
crease of 184 In Its Popu
lation

'nRddio

Prove it Yourself

•Camden’s population, under the
new census, was announced yester
day, and shows that the town has 184
more inhabitants than it did at the
last previous counting of noses.
The town’s division was made in
the early Nineties, so *’i it a proper
comparison of population figures can
he made only for the last four
decades, and here is how that comparison reads:

House-Sherman, Inc.

We wish to inform our many friends that we are
now staying at

SECURITY TRUST CO.
Carnden
Rockport

The new store of Daniels. Jewelers,
in Coakley block, corner of Main and
Spring streets will be open to public
Inspection at 2 o’clock this afternoon,
and it cannot fail to be an event of
great interest as there is probably
on’y one store of the kind in this
State that can approach it for ele
gance. Some time ago The CourierGazette predicted that it would be one
of Roek’and’s show places, and with

POULTRYMEN
ATTENTION I

4% PAID

Rockland
Union

suming the appearance of a model
kitchen where demonstrations of
electrical appliances, cooking classes,
and experimental work such as test
ing appliances and recipes will be
conducted. The kitchen, to be com
pleted within the next two weeks,
will contain the very latest in the
line of both gas and electric appli
ances, featuring in particular electric
and gas ranges, refrigerators, wash
ing machines, dish washers and oth
er smaller appliances such as the
“Kitchen Aid.” mlxabeater, percola
tor, toaster, waffle iron and hotplate.
Mrs. Ellis jilans to call on custom
ers at their homes trying to assist by
showing the housewife the correct
way to use electrical appliances and
how she may obtain the greatest help
from them, making minor repairs and
generally spreading the services of
electricity throughi.ut the territory
served by the -Central Maine Power
Company. The service is entirely
gratis and every customer in the
Eastern Division which comprises of
Rockland, Belfast, Camden. Thomas
ton. Waldoboro, and intervening com
munities, is entitled to it without
charge.
The newr Home .Service worker is
well fitted to handle Rockland’s de
partment, having been serving an in
tensive j)erio<$ of training at the
Home Service Department headquar
ters, Augusta. Although horn and
educated in the Middle West, where
she attended Valparaiso University
and later Ohio State University, she
is an enthusiastic booster for Maine
w’here she has been eoming regularly
for the past eight years.
Rockland is the third division to
establish home service, this depart
ment already functioning in Au
gusta and Lewiston where it is meet
ing with a great degree of success.

Vinalhaven
Warren

C. W. McKELLAR’S, Warren
We will continue to give the same square deal w.e
have in the past and want to say that
We Are In No Way Connected With Any
Other Poultry Buyer

Cohen Bros.
TELEPHONE 2-3, WARREN

1900.
1910.
1920.
1930,

*

2825
3015
3403
3587

Rockport’s population has not been
announced hut it is pretty generally
believed that it will show a reduc
tion.

One of the Greatest Plays In the English Language

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

“HIS HOUSE IN ORDER”

If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen
to some music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—
Charles Darwin.

By Sir Arthur Pinero

—With—

TREES

I think that I shall never see
A poem lovely as a tree.

ADELYN BUSHNELL and
MARSHALL BRADFORD

»

A tree whose hungry mouth Is prest
Against the earth’s sweet flowing breast;
A tree that looks at God all day.
And lifts her leafy arms to pray;

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON

A tree that may In summer wear
A nest of robins In her hair;

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, MAY 1-2

Upon whose bosom snow has lain;
Who Intimately lives with rain.

Ticket* 75c and 50c, at McDonald’s Drug Store

39T&S51

j

t

•

I

*

J

Poems are made by fools like me.
But only God can muke a tree.

—Joyce Kilmer.

The Courier-Gazette

COOLIDGE

EULOGIZES

MORROW
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Rockland. Me., April 29. 1930.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddie, who
on oath declared that he is Pressman in the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of the
Issue of this paper of April 26. 1930, there was
printed a total of 6325 copies.
Before me.
FRANK B MILLER
Notary Public.

E very-0 ther-Day
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Former President Warmly Praises Distinguished Member
Of Knox County Summer Colony

BURPEE FURNITURE CO.

1 TALK OF THE TOWN ’

Mis. E S. Bird is the guest of Mrs.
Tomorrow partly cloudy and warm- i
Of his classmate, friend and fel mercy and expected them to deal
low statesman. Ambassador Dwight with us on a basis of justice. It was Willis' Swift in Augusta.
er.
an attempt to reestablish confidence
■Repent, .and be baptized every one W. Morrow, Calvin Coolidge has de
based on fair dealing. It would be
Next sparring exhibition at Empire
Wallace Kent is wireless operator 1
of you in the name of Jesus Christ for clared, “I have seen him develop into
the remission of sins, and ye shall re a ripe scholar, an able lawyer, a difficult to imagine a harder assign- Theatxe one week from tomorrow on the coal carrying steamer Coast- I
great business man. a wise statesman ment. But Mr. Morrow never bad night.
wise.
ceive the gift of the Holy GH
He
and a devoted husband, father and any taste for sham battles.
Acts 2:38.
patriot ... It is the glory of thel'nited would never he attracted by the tin
Miss Doris Blanchard returned to
Capt. and Mrs. R. K. Snow and a
States that it can produce such citi sel of diplomacy. He was not ask Boston Saturday, having spent a
few guests spent Sunday at the
zens.”
ing for honors as personal glory, but
DAYLIGHT SAVING
w, k's vacation with her aunt, Mrs. Snow cottage down the coast.
This warm tribute concludes the only for a chance to serve. When 1 T. F. Keating, of Hotel Rockland.
say
that
he
has
completely
reestab

foreword
by
the
former
President
of
Sentiment in favor of daylight sav
The Chemical made a journey yes
the United States to the new biogra lished an era of good feeling between
ing has apparently crystalized very phy. -Dwight Whitney Morrow: A
Charles II. Derry has bought th? terday afternoon to the far reaches cif
the two governments and been the
Rosenbloom
cottage
t
Megunticook
rapidly along the street in the past Sketch in Admiration.” written by means of settling their domestic
Dodges Mt., where a forest fire was
few days, many former opponents Hewitt H. iHowland. editor of the difficulties on the road to solution. Lake and is having extensive repairs making the neighbors nervous.
and improvements made.
of the sy stem being satisfied that Centl,ry Quarterly, and published by I the extent of his success can be un“
the Century Company. A friendship derstood. It was a great victory foi
Miss Delia Jackson and Miss Lou
Rockland ls practically “marooned” that was begun as freshmen together us. but greater for Mexico—of ix*ace
Application for a street carnival Jackson are moving from the Gay
as matters now stand. A prominent in Amherst College and that matured and good will resting on justice. For license will be acted upon at next house, North Main street, into the
Rockland woman phoned to this office throughout the episodes of their dis the time being he has pacified Mexico. Monday night’s City Government hotwe on Perry street, 'which they
tinguished careers prompted Mr.
meeting. It is desired to have the recently bought.
Is Sent To London
yesterday and said: “I have a con Coolidge to write the introduction to
show on Tillson avenue next month.
“
It
is
significant
that
he
was
fession to make. Heretofore I have Ambassador Morrow’s biography.
It was announced b.v tlm owners
called to Washington to advise on
The foreword follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Zebedee Simmons this morning that Crescent Beach
been opposed to daylight saving be
the legal aspects of the Naval Limi
"It is nearly 40 years since Dwight tations Conference now being held have returned from Florida, where Inn will be oi»en this season, hut
cause I thought it meant too much
Whitney .Morrow and I entered Am
they spent the winter, and hav'J under whose management is not yet
confusion. Last night my husband herst College together in the class and that he was sent as one of our
delegates to London, where he now is. opened their home at South Thomas certain.
and I went to a neighbor s expecting of ’95. Perhaps the most remarkable
“These things do not happen by ton.
Robert A. {Webster, who is local
to hear a certain radio program in thing about this remarkable man is chance. There is much less luck in
which we were both much interest- I'hat while circumstances hove great- public affairs than some suppose.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper agent for the American Automobile
ly changed since those days he has For many years Mr. Morrow has who have been occupying one of the Association, has for two successive
ed. We arrived just in season to .find remained the same. His father was
been a profound student of public Silsby apartments on Summer street weeks ranked third high in this State
that the program had gone off. and ia teacher and a good one. hut teach- relations. He has a wide knowledge during the winter are opening their as salesman.
ers
were
paid
even
less
than
now
so
that the radio was operating on day
of political history over the entire home at South Thomaston today for
that being one of several children the world. He is intimately acquainted •the summer.
The Universalist ladies will serve
light saving time. This was not very
young man was obliged to earn his with the affairs of Cuba. South
supper tomorrow at 6 with Mrs. L.
important, to be sure, but it set us to own way. He was master of the
The ladies of St. Peter's Church are F. Chase as chairman, assisted by
America and Europe. I know that
thinking that we were out of touch situation, as he has shown himself his information concerning Mexico, to conduct a rummage sale in W. H. Mrs. Fred Collamore, Airs. Hattie
able
to
master
whatever
situation
in
with the times; that practically
past and present, is not exceeded by Glover & Co.'s new vacant store 'Sat Davies. Mrs. F. L. Green. Mrs. Benj.
which he has found himself.
any other person. And to knowledge urday starting at 10 a. m. All those | Phi’.bn ok. Mrs. Choris Jenkins, Mrs.
everybody else is enjoying the privi
’ He was gifted with an ability should be added that judgment having articls to contribute are I* Herbert Hall. Mrs. Harry Brown,
lege of daylight saving. We went ! that entered the field of genius, un which comes from a conscientious asked to call Mrs. Frank Harding. ' Airs. E. O’B. Gonia and Mrs. Wilbur
home converted to that belief, and ' th-ing in his industry. studious. desire to do good.
who will arrange to call for them. • » Benter Jr.
«
“With this very Inadequate pres
have talked with a dozen others who : thoughtful, of high rank, hut with
out any of tiie attributes that usually entation I must leave Mr. Morrow.
feel the same way.”
characterizes a man as a precise, 1 first met him as the representative
BACK TO
This is just a straw, but of the exact, hookworm in college life. of the great mass of our fellow citi
While
lie
was
simple
and
unassum

sort that convinces the advocates of
zens which we call the people. There
ing, friendly and sympathetic, he was he will always remain, just one of
daylight saving that Rockland should
» always dignified. He was using what them, unencumbered by his property. Goes Congressman White For Tariff Bill—Lays Aside
not continue to be an “olY horse.” ; he had for what was best, He had no I thinking their thoughts, working.
. Personal Canvass At a Critical Stage
pent
of selfishness. He never working tremendously for their suc
They feel still further fortified in elan
ove to excel any one. he was cess. I have seen him develop into
their position by what they regard ' stro'
simply doing his best to perform his
as a tacit understanding of last sea duties to his family, his class, and a ripe scholar, an able lawyer, a great
Hun Wallace II. Waite. Jr., of Au- : by the House of the Senate amend
business man. a wise statesman and burn, member of t’.ingress from the ment. 1 fear it would seal the fate of
son that if Rockland would then his college. He had character. Even
a devoted husband, father and Second Maine District and a candi tiie tariff bill. The President lias
continue on standard time that there then he was a public servant. His patriot. When most men would retire
date for the (republican nomination already indicated his disapproval of
would he no opposition to the adop thoughts were not on himself, hut on he seems always just beginning—be for United Sta.tes Senator ir? the this debenture in language as posithe things and people about him.
ginning
some
new
service
for
hi<
tion of daylight saving this year.
June primaim - left Augusta Sunday tiv as to indicate that he couM not
friends and neighbors, for his coun night for Washington where he is
As the Flippant Put It
.approve a bill in which It was incorThere will, of course, continue to be
try and for humanity. It is the glory i xpected to remain a week to attend ' porated.
“It is said of him by the flippant of the United States that it can pro
opposition to the move, and those
to .his Ci ngn ssioual duties.
The
' Tiie defeat of the tariff bill wi u!d
that he thinks of others so much and
who take that position have a per of himself so little that when he takes duce such citizens.
ti< lion of Congres-man White was take from Aroostook county the duty
“
Calvin
Coolidge
”
fect right to their opinion as the a train he does not always know
taken at the urgent request of party on potatoes secured for tiie farmer
“Northampton, March 20. 1930.”
leader- in tiie lb is and because of
ear State through the efforts of
other side lias, so that the situation where he is going. But he never
his own lijlief that he shoBld be the Maine delegation in Congress: it
resolves itself into a question of how started for anything when he did not
there, ills decision to return to tire i w ould deprive the shoe workers of
reach his destination. He always
the majority feels. Whenever the arrives.
Capitol mddt it tv, es.-ary for him to -Lew -ton and Auburn and other
cancel speaking dates and other plans centers of the protective duty upon
matter has been put up to the people
‘ The circumference of his success
I' r the present week.
((boots and shoes; it would work harm
they have voted overwhelmingly to has been widely expanded since 1
•The tariff hill comes before the 1 to .air >otton and woolen estahlishfirst
knew
Mr.
Morrow,
for
he
lias
’
adopt the plan which 16 other States
House this wei k." said Congressman ments and to all other Maine in
been eminently successful in law.
like well enough to continue year ir. banking and in diplomacy. But
White last night. "Separate votes dustries and interests.
: have- already bv< n arranged for on
"I am reluctant in the extreme to
after year. It is possible that the with all his success, with all the
several items, including cement.
give up even for a few days my
Rockland voters are not of the same power that has come to him and all ■
"Knox
County
where
I
have
been
speaking campaign and other efforts
mind now, hut of course the oppo the acclaim that has surrounded him.
j (hliged t< cancel speaking engage- in behalf of m.v senatorial candidacy.
his spirit has not changed. He ra- :
‘ uients is directly and vitally inter bu.t it is clear to me that under the
nents of daylight saving would have mains faithful, unassuming., consid- j
ested in this iu*m. The Senate j r'»- c|rcurnstanees. I should he in Wash
no objection to letting the people de erate of others, unspoiled, using his
SIMON K. HART
vision with respect to cement if it j ington. I hope my friends will apresourees for the help of others and
cide for themselves.
remained in the bill would be ruinous i prove my action and in my absence
MONUMENTS
giving his own great talents to the
public service. 1 do not believe there ; 53 Pleasant St. Tel. 911-M Rockland t , this industry and a grievous blow ' will continue their activities in my
to this Maine county. I feel that I i behalf.”
42Ttf
Unforseen circumstances have sud is any one who knows him who does !
I -hr old he present when this matter
Congressman White planned to
not rejoice in the success and power
denly deprived the 'Senatorial con
. comes to a vote to do all in my power conduct organization work in Han
which lie.gained. He remains of the •
|
for
the
retention
of
the
original
test, for the time being of the two people. His power is their power, j
cock and Penobscot counties Mon
' House rate of duty.
day and Tuesday. He was sched
candidates who are considered to be His victories will always be their >
MAIN
"Votes on lumber and sugar are uled to address the Lions Club at
the real factors in the case. Ex-Gov voctories.
I also of concern to Maine. Of out- Dluehill Wednesday evening, the Ro- •
“After he gradated with the high- '
SPRING
ernor Brewster was forced into a hos est honors which could be conferred
I standing importance, however, is the tary Club at Farmington Thursdav
vote on the export debenture also evening, give addresses at Rockland
pital by a case of acute appendicitis, upon him by the college and by the |
'ARCH.
inserted in the bill by the Senate. and Camden Friday evening and de
and will be out of the arena for at vote of his classmates I saw little j
Should a combination of those hostile liver an address at a meeting of the
least two weeks.
Congressman of him except when he returned to •
WALK-OVER
to the administration and of Western Hope Corner Grange Saturday aft
Amherst. J knew he became an im
White, who was plunging belatedly portant factor in the firm of which
; representatives force an acceptance ernoon.
Into the primary contest under a full Thorn
B. Reed was the head after
bead of steam, is urgently called back he retired from Congress. His inter
HOORAY
to Washington that his vote on the est in the college was great, his bene
factions to it many and his service
tariff measure lx? registered in be on its hoard of trustees has been of
half of those issues which so vitally the highest importance. He attract
Rockiand High Starts the Baseball Season By Beating Cony
concern Ktfibx Cfbunty, Maine and ed the attention of a banking firm
which told him they wanted him not
In Its Own Backyard
New England. Interruption to his
merely because of his talent, for
campaign is a very serious matter i talent was plentiful and easy to buy,
to Mr. White, just now, but there was but they wanted him for his character
When word cam»' back from , pinch hitters, who were retired in
no semblance of hesitation in his de- • which was priceless. So he was given
Augusta Saturday night that Rock- order.
a partnership in the house of J. P.
It appeared that tiie Cony club
vision to he in Washington when the
‘ land High liad defeated Cony High
IF YOVR feet trouble yoti . . .
Morgan & Co.
might tie tiie rcoto in tiie eighth
vote is taken. His friends say that he
i
3
to
2
and
won
its
first
game
of
the
Main Spring* Arch. If you
inning, when Burdell singled, ad
His War Service
has been making splendid headway
, season there was gi neral rejoicing vanced to second on a steal, touched
have no foot troubles . . .
“
This
was
just
at
the
outbreak
of
In the past few weeks, and that his
among the followers of the team not the third sack on Brown's balk, and
again ... Main Spring Arch.
the world war. Since that time h**
intensive campaign has turned the i has been engaged on the financial
It is insurance against foot
' unmixed with surprise to think that was sent home by Cunningham's one
troubles and foot fatigue.
tide in his favor in several doubtful and business side of public affairs,
j the boys could clown Cony in her own cushion blow. The side -was retired,
however, when Cunningham was
Let us show you.
counties. Everybody will wish Mr. often dealing with the problems of
i bailiwick.
The Kennebec Journal nipped on an attempted steal to third.
the United States and foreign gov
thus describes the battle:
Brewster a speedy return to his ac
For Cony. Cunningham led the
ernments. During the war he went
• • » •
tiatting attack with a double and
customed vigor. He is a brave fighter twice to Europe and was many times
McLAIN
Rorkland's big third frame in which two singles out of four trips to tiie
and was never fighting harder than , in London and France as civilian
tin- l.lme City outfit collerted three (date, while Brown, the I.ime City
SHOE STORE
*
advisor to Gen. Pershing and the
ir. this compaign.
( runs on a walk, single, error anil moundsnian. came through with a
shipping council, where his effi
, two-bagger, proved too much for brace of two baggers, the first of
ROCKLAND, MAINE
ciency was recognized by French and
Cony High Saturday afternoon. The which drove in the Boekland winning
In accordance with their usual Italian decorations and our own Dis
At The Brook
final score was 3 to 2.
runs. The score:
policy officials of Eastern Steamship tinguished Service aaedal. He refuse d
36Ttf
Cony made a desperate attempt
Rockland
Lines have announced that their to accept a commission as general
to stage a rally in the nintli stanza.
ah r
pu
•Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
vessels on the Boston and Yarmouth. because he felt that he could he of
Coach Macomber lushing to bat two Murphy, 3I>
4
Boston-New
York, and Boston- more help as a civilian. He is always
"flay, 21) .......
5
Bangor Lines will leave from Boston thinking of what he can ilo to help.
Blckmore. If
3
on daylight saving lime. Steamers
"Soon after this lie began to be so
Seavey, 1 h
4
9
a scholar and I
from Boston to New York will sail at much appreciated
Brown, p ....
4
2 0
5 p ni ilailv Including Sunday, an administrator that lie was sought
Flanagan, r
4
ft 10
steamers leaving Boston for Yar , for as president by some of our leadFreeman, cf
4
1
mouth. Nova Scotia, will sail at 3 p. m ing universities. That kind of work
Hall, rf .......
4
daylight saving time and the time of1 especially appealed to him. but bi.
Lacross. ss .
4
—
friends advised him that he was perthe sailing of the steamer for Bangor
Sullivaa. if
0
from Boston will be changed from 5 forming i greater public service in
p. til. to 6 J>. m. daylight saving time. the financial field than he could do
36
8 #26
Steamers leaving from Maine poris as an educator, so he did not then .
Lyden out. hit by batted ball.
for Boston over the company's lines make any change. 1 think his own ]
Cony
will sail at Eastern Standard Time as feelings were that he bad property I
ab r
po a
heretofore. These sailings will be in enough and wished to devote himself ,
Mendall. rf .......
ft 0
effect beginning Sunday, April 27. entirely to the service of his fellow- ■
Burdell. c ...........
S ft
Travelers over lines of tiie company men.
Lyden, lb ...........
“
My
contacts
with
him
while
I
was
j
are thereby enabled to have an extra
Cunningham, 2b
in Washington were very infrequent, |
hour of daylight and enjoy the scenic
^CENTRAL/
Sawyer. 3b ............. 3
but
when
it
seemed
necessary
to
re,
beauties along the various trips of
Railroad
Cooper, If........
assure
the
public
concerning
milii
the company. Much interest is being
Church, cf ......
manifested in the 35 all-expense tours tary aviation in tiie fall of 1925 I
Sterling, cf ...
made him a member of a commis
for which reservations may now lie
Grimshaw, ss
made. Tours are described in detail sion of investigation. As chairman
successful of course in har
lx gan. p ........
in the new all-expense lour booklet re- i lie " '
R Jgizotte, If .
monizing the conflicting opinions so
0
cently Issued by the company and
that a unanimous report was made
which is available at all ticket offices
and a five-year plan adopted by Con
33 2 9 27 7 2
of the company and all tourist agents.
gress for the flying service of the
Rockland.......... 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0—3
Cony ................. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0—2
army and navy.
Mrs. Donald McCrae. national
“Later, when 1 learned he had de
Base on balls, off Logan 4; off
president of the .American Legion termined to retire frem active busi
Brown 2. Two base hits. Brown 2.
Auxiliary, will he tiie guest of the ness. 1 offered him tiie Ambassador
Lyden 1, Cunningham 1. Struck out
Department of Maine in Bangor. June ship to Mexico. Ever since the revo
by ’Brown 9; by Logan 6. Double
24 from 3.40 1>. m. to l«.4fl p. m . it lution in that country our relations
play, Seavey, unassisted.
Hit by
lias been announced by Legion bead- with them had presented problems.
pitcher, by Brown. Mendall.
quarters. Plans are already well in While such progress had Isen made
WEEK ENDS——Fridays, Saturdays, Sundays
hand to make this a gala event fur 1 that it was possible to recognize their
Return Limit to Following Monday
WANTED
the Maine Auxiliary. The announce Government there remained much to
State of Maine Ticket Stations
ment has a particular interest for l>e adjusted. The situation was very
Rockland as Mrs. McCrae is the difficult and delicate. It was clouded
mother of Mrs. Clifford .Smith of with suspicions and misunderstand
Boston, who summers at Warrenton ings. What we needed was to conPejepscot Paper Company
Park, and has made many friends , vitice the Government of Mexico
BRUNSWICK. MAINE
o,)r Government intended to ileal
in the city whi'11 the guest f her ,
50-51
i witli them on a basis of justice and
daughter.

Feature Account Opener No. 1

Lovely 4-Piece Bedroom Set
What an easy way to become the owner of this strik
ing new style bedroom suite and save in an extrarrdinary manner besides! Let it open a r.ew account
for you! Includes full-size bed, chest, spacicus dress
er and graceful French
vanity! Among its many
distinctive features, notice
particularly the fluted legs
and beauty of its walnut
veneers and other woods!
Convenient Terms!

WASHINGTON

Feaiure Account Opener No. 3

Stately Nine-Piece
Dining Suite
Special cale of these unusual dining suites to help you save
tremendously and purchase on easy terms—open an ac
count with this very fashionable creation! The exquisite
effects cf contrast and wood-pattern are achieved by the
use of burl walnut, “V”-matchei
Oriental walnut and ether select
stered diners, host chair and
china cabinet!
Convenient Terms!

98'

FOR OUR SIDE !

Felt Base Rugs

Card Tables

$3.98
THIS WEEK ONLY

IX)

„ f{ _

Heavily
constructed
backs!
Easi'y cleaned, smooth surface!
Choose from superb patterns!
Newest taupe, tan, green, blue
color combinations! Very styl

♦' /

| We have about 50 that are mere

j

ish!

or less damaged!

59c Each

»^i

xCL €4 v

ON THE

Z

noUMP TRIP

Day of Date only-Train Service Permitting
Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays

Maine Central Railroad

Peeled Pulpwood

TO GIVE FREE RIDES

Park Theatre Management and the
Curtiss-Wright Co. Unite In Fri
day Night's Project

, courtesy of the management. The:
announcement of the several winnerwill be made at 8.30. "Young Eag’es' |
has been everywhere hailed as the i
year’s best aviation story, hence
Manager Boyle*’ decision to stress it
'through cooperation wi;h the Curtiss
organization.

Friday's first .-how will be Avia
tion Night nt I’a k Theatre, with
Buddy Regers' great air story "Young
Eagles” as the feature.
Captain
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT
I
Win<«i;aw and the Curtiss student
35
Limerock St.
Rocklane
flyers will be honor guests of the
theatre and free rides will be given
Osteopathic Physician
the writers of the two best essays in
By Appointment—Tel. 138
the Junior High and High Schools.
Graduate of American School of
Another extra air ride will be giver
somebody attending the show through
Oaieonathy

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS
Since 1840 this Arm has
faithfully served the famlllei
of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Tel. Day 450;
781-1
AMBULANCE SERVICE

BURPEE’S
ROCKLANO, ME.

*«|;Qb|LY; ONE

l®S Water

"Keeps the Foot Well"
for Men and Women

AND THAT IS

'

COTE’S

TALE HOME
A BOTTLE

BEWARE 01 IMITHimS

Heel-to-Ball Fitting

DORMAN’S
MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

20-tr
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Every-Other-Day

Stephen Prescott, who has been in
Tiie annual nieetinj; of the ComThe dandelion green supper that i
rjie milk business about 25 years, has inuiwtj' Yacht Club will be held May C ass 26 of the Methodist Church •
< do his stock, ill health compelling 7 at 7.30 in the City Council rooms. was to have served May 3 lias been i
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
his retirement frem active work.
postponed until further notice.
April 29—Entertainment in Universalist
Dance fans arc looking forward to
In the rank essays noted in the Sat
vestry.
The Maine Methodist Conference in i
May I— 'Membership meeting and banquet of urday issue that of Miss Annette Se the annual benefit May ball of the
American Legion Auxiliary which Gardiner closed yesterday with Ihc J
Knox County Fish and (iame Association at
gal was by virtue of her l>elng fourth
Temple hall.
will take place at Temple hall next announcement of appointments. Only I
May 1-2 "His House In Order,” Watts highest and that of Willis Sullivan I
Monday evening with Kirk furnishing one change was made in Knox Coun- j
hall. Thomaston.
through his being sixth.
ty. Rev. A. E. I.uce being assigned to
I the music.
May 2,—May dance at Temple hall, auspices
Camden.
Universalist Improvement Society
oI1K«A novU nf South Main
May 2 Hand 7.B) Annual meeting of Edu-1 Mls- huMe UaUS °r >ouin
11
It is very important that you should
(Utional Club at Copper Kettle Porch.
1 street is suffering from a
badly
Free trips to Vinalhaven. Morocco ;
May l Opening of Beach inn at Lincoln burned hand. The accident occurred
be familiar with the new train sched
vllle Beach.
ir Patagonia would lie in order at |
May 5- May ball of American Legion while she was transferring a kettle ule which went into effect yester the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steam- j
! from the stove to the sink.
day. Eased on standard time trains
Auxiliary at Temple hall.
May 5—Monthly meeting of City Govern- ,
leave woekdays at 8.03 a. m.. 2.13 and 'mat Co.'s office today if iSub-agent
ment.
The auxiliary of the .Spanish War 3.33 p. in. and Sundays at 2.40 p. m. Louis It. Cates had his way. The
.May 0—Open meeting of Junior Harmony Veterans is tendering a supper to
Legion comTrains arrive (also standard time, on popular American
Club.
May 6—Knox County Superior Court con the Veterans tomorrow evening at weekdays at 9.40 a. m., 1.33 and 6.40 mander is a papa.
venes.
the Legion hall, Limerock street, at
May 6—Lincoln Baptist Association meets ; 6.30. with Mrs. Ralph Doherty as p. m. and on Sundays at 9.33 a. m.
Saturday's Boston Herald had a
This schedule will he in effect until
at Littlefield (Memorial 'Church.
picture of h varsity baseball squad
May 7 Annual meeting of Community I chairman.
June 16.
which did not look at all ferocious j
Yacht Club at 7.20, ‘City Council rooms.
F. B. Hastings, Rockland’s dean of
May 10 Annual meeting .Maine State Hand '
y< t bard to resist. It was the varsity
Engine League. Snow's hall. Water street.
active business men, was the recipi
The open meeting cf the Junior team of Wheaton College, and promi- j
May 11—Observance of National Music i ent of many pleasing attentions Sat
Harmony Club takes place Wednes lent in the lineup was a Rockland
Week at Universalis, Church.
urday, the occasion being the observ day evening. May 6vat the Congre girl. Miss Barbara Wiggin.
ance of his 85th birthday. He was at gational vestry. Teachers present
Mrs. Joanna Dodge, dressmaker, I
his place of business as usual and ing pupils on the program are re
The robust voice and genial fea
has moved from 29 James street to |
received a constant stream of con quested to notify Mrs. Leola Noyes. tures of Patrolman Charles H. Emery |
11 James street.
gratulatory cards, telegrams and per- Orange street, name of pupil and se will be missed from bis old beat this '
spnal calls.
lection and composer as soon ds p <- spring, for yesterday he was granted
Miss Edna Payson has resumed
sible. The meeting is to be open to two months' leave of absence in order '
her duties at the office of Register of
•Saturday night as .Mrs. F. S. Rhodes the public, with a small admission to look after his father’s farm. If he !
Probate after being confined to her was leaving her home. 10 (Summer fee charged to cover tite expenses of
is as successful in coaxing garden
home by illness.
street, to do some shopping, she fell the evening.
sass out of the ground as he is direct
: from the doorstep, and sprained her
ing traffic, that's going to be some ,
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets ' right shoulder, besides receiving a
Alvary Gay who participated in tiie farm.
Thursday evening. There will be no i bad shaking up. This was one of annual oratorical contest conducted
supper. The costume party conduct those times when the telephone at by the Maine Methodist Conference
The partial eclipse of the sun yes
ed last Thursday evening by the i Oriehaven is much appreciated as she at Gardiner Saturday evenffig won
terday was observed under ideal con
Corps was a great success.
; could communicate directly with her third place, the prize being a tenditions, and the prevalence of smutty
i daughter Mrs. Leslie Wilson, whom dollar gold piece. The decision was
noses around town indicated that
The' weekly meeting of Chapin she expects today from that place.
a very difficult matter for the judges many folks attended the show. For
Class will be omitted this evening
is the first three contestants were the benefit of those who did not get
due to the presentation of •The Dis
The Y.P.B. met'Wednesday evening quite similar in tiie preparation and
a sufficient kick out of 4t announce
trict school at Blueberry Corners,” at the home of iMrs. Mildred Wash presentation of tite orutlon.
Mr. ment is made that there will be a
taking place at the (Universalist ves burn with a full attendance. Much Gay's diction won particularly favor
total or ‘ necking’’ eclipse in August ,
try at 8 o’clock.
business was disposed of. The sub- able comment.
1932. Sale of seats now on.
i ject for study, Mrs. Washburn, lead

TALK OF THE TOWN

Ther^ will be plenty of pep at the
Temple* ball dance Friday night for
Evelyn L. Pea.-Ice is chairman and
Kirk’s Orchestra has prepared an ex
tra zestful program. The affair is
under tiie auspices of the Universal
ist Improvement Association.

er. was the second chapter in’“Studies
in Citizenship—The Beginnings of
the Temperance Movement.” A let
ter of appreciation from the Togus
Home for Veterans for Easter Cards
sent them was read. Refreshments
were Served.

3 Pieces for $69.50

News was received here yesterday
of the death of Mrs. George I!.
Casey, which took place in Hopedale.
Mass.. Sunday.
Mrs. Casey was
formerly Miss Kmma i'rice of Rock
land. and for a number of years was
in the fruit and confectionery busi
ness here with her husband. She
was 58 years of uge. The funeral
services will tie held in Hopedale
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock, and
the burial will lie there.

IMONTOW’i
DEPARTMENT STORE
410-12 MAIN STREET |
ROCKLAND, ME.

60 o»EBAT4*5

L» OPEWTlVl

Our 7 th Anniversary Sale
Will continue All This Week, with S.&H. GREEN STAMPS with every purchase, if wanted,
regardless of special low prices given in this sale!
Note some of our prices in last Thursday’s issue of The Courier-Gazette!

When Thrifty Folks Go Shopping
Soma people think only the very rich are thrifty.
people think or.ly the very .poor are thrifty.

Other

But if you take

Officials of the Eastern Steamship I
a walk around this store and notice its patrons, you’ll dis
Linen have announced that their daily
except Sunday service will be in
cover that people from EVERY walk of life are thrifty and
operation on the Boston-Bangor ,
Line beginning Thursday. Sailings
that thrifty folks shop at Simonton’s.
during the coming week will be made
on Tuesday. Thursday. Friday and !
Saturday With the change in day- ‘
light saving time, sailings from Bos- i
ton will be made at 6 p. m. daylight i
SWEATERS—Misses', Children’s and
saving time instead of 5 p. m. Stand- ■
aid Time as heretofore. There will |
Ladies’ Sweaters, all new goods, at
CQ OPEBATlVf
be no change however, in the sailing
10% to 15% Discount.
Commander George II. Reed (D.C.) times from Maine ports.
of the Flagship Texas arrives home
May 7 to remain until c^ter the wed
Thomas F. Keating attended the |
ding of his daugliter, Eleanore Mary, New England Hotel Men’s Exposition
to Marshall Stevens of Boston. Ma\ j at Copley Plaza Hotel. Boston last
12. Commander Reed rejoins his ' week. Thursday. April 24 the anUnusual special for Anniversary
ship cn (May 15 to lie detached, hav ' nual meeting and election of officers
FULL FASHIONED
Week only! Your choice of a $2.50
ing orders to report in New York ' occurred at Hotel Statler. The 'first
PURE SILK HOSIERY
OPEBATtyl
Fringed
or
Tailored
Edge
Quaker
for future duty. Information rela i meeting of Colonial Chapter was held |
Pure thread silk, all the latest col
Net Curtain for, per pair—
tive to liis definite station is not yet Friday at Hotel Brunswick. On the
ors and never has been so'd at less
known, but the family plan to remain board (f governors were elected:
than $1.50. Now, per pair—
in Rockiand for the summer season. Maine. T. F Keating: New Hamp- i
! shire. J. E. O'Connell: Vermont. It.
•Fully living up to Ihe strong ad- j I. Boynton: Massachusetts. C. F.
• Kxnaip
j vance notices given it, "The Vaga- Koppell; Rhode Island, F. L. Furness:
* mm « »n lixin .4
Q*»l. , lib lw Kara!
i bond King” opened at Strand The Connecticut. A. D. Buckley.
"Humming Bird” extra long
atre yesterday. It is a play of beauty.
Pure Silk Hose wear longer!
• of fine music and excellent acting,
Home Demonstration Agent. Miss i
j withal is absolutely above reproach j Lawrence, has the following schedule |
in subject matter and interpretation. I of meetings for this week: Tuesday,
I Laymen as well as theatre folk arc Damariscotta, preparation of milk I
' watching the reception accorded it I and milk products: Wednesday. I
j when compared 4o the modern jazz j Montsweag. preparation of milk and i
' pictures which have been so sharply ! milk products; Thursday. Simonton,
I criticized of late. Box office receipts dressing the children: Friday, Elg?I tell the sterv. "The Vagabond King"
I comb, preparation of milk and milk I
will be at Strand Theatre It day and ! products: Saturday, Orff’s Corner,
tomorrow. "The Party Girl," a very » kitchen improvement II. Miss Helen
modern picture, is at the Park to- Spaulding, clothing specialist, will j
day.
attend and conduct the meeting at
Simonton. All mothers and their
The spring meeting of the Knox children are cordially invited to the
At Penobscot Viuw Grange Thurs- .
The prize winners at Carr's alleys
BORN
CARD OF THANKS
County Fish and Game Association dressing the children meeting. Plans last week were: 'Simmons. 132: '.Moat day evening supper will be served j
I wish to express sincere thanks lo llr. Neil
YOUVG At Rockland, April 25. to IMr. and
will be held Thursday night a* are being made to take care of the
IMrs. Alnion M. Young (of iKoeklaud, a Fogg. Miss Ethel Turner and other nurses who
ing. 128. <S. Rogers. 122: E. Benner. at 6.30. The program for the evening
i Temple hall. Rockland and the speak* children so the mothers will be free
daughter, Jean Dolores.
will ((insist of readings by different
were so kind during my stay at Knox Hos120.
j er will be Hon. Won. Tudor Gardiner to listen and see. There will also be
CATES
A( Rockland. April 2«. to Mr and : pital: also to my dear frlenda and neighbor*
members: a roll call, “Something 1
'Mrs. Louis R. Cates, a daughter, iMarilyn for cards, flowers and beautiful (gifts.
1 Governor of Maine. Harry B. Coe a simple dinner, suitable for growing
The Lincoln Baptist Association have heard over the radio:” discus- J 'Lueille.
1 Secretary of the Maine Publicity Bu- children, served at noon.
*
Mrs. Raymond W. Grindle
will hive its annual meeting at the sion. which is the best investment a I
| reau will show his fine reels of fish
‘ radio, piano or victrola.
Littlefield
Memorial
Church
one
week
CARD OF THANKS
and game. He will be assisted bx
MARRIED
The annual election of officers, next
We wish to thank our friends, relatives,
Harold F. Schnurle. president of th« Friday evening will feature the sea from today.
JOHNSON-PERRY At Rockland. April 26.
The Curtiss-Wright Flying Serv
by IRev. J. Charles MacDonald, Amos E. neighbors and the lodges for their kindness
' Cumberland County Fish and Game son’s closing for the Woman’s Educa
Johnson <»t' St. George and I.Miss Ida M. and sympathy shown during our recent be
I .Association. Chicken dinner served tional Club at the Copper Kettle
Lions are again reminded that this ice is making round trips a day be
U
’erry of O<l's Head.
reavement : also for the betutlful floral offer
i by the ladies of the - Eastern Star. Porch. The afternoon session will week’s meeting will he held Thurs tween Rockland, North Haven and CAWTHRA ( ROOKS^ At H.idlou Heights, ings, especially we thank Rockland lxrdge of
Vinalhaven. leaving Rockland at 10
I
day
instead
of
Wednesday,
in
order
Dinner at 6.30. $1 per plate. Mrs. have attractive features, including
N. J., April 17, John C. Cawtlira and Miss Elks for their many kindnesses shown during
ling an
Josephine 'M. Crooks, formerly of Waldo . the long illness of our husband and father.
Gardiner will accompany the Gover- address by Mrs. L. G. Perry nn otb- to accommodate Gov. Wm . Tudor a in. and 5 p. m. and returning im
Mrs. Effie Clarke, (Mr. and Mrs. Clayton
boro.
mediately after the passengers are
• non if possible, and a special table ers. . As May Day is Child Health Gardiner who is to be the speaker.
Clarke. Mr. and (Mrs. iPerey Clarke, Mr. and
aboard. Island whoppers are given LUtiAGE SPEAK At Rockland. April 2K. by Mrs. Earle Sukeforth, IMr. and .Mrs. Ralph
' will be iirranged for the ladies. No Day. discussion of Child Labor. of
Rev. .Jesse Kenderdlne. Kenneth M. la*gage Clarke and Leroy Clarke.
from 10.30 a. nt. until «5 p. m. in Rock
j ifsprvations will be made after Wed- exploited children is in order. What
of Rockland, and iMIss Elva M. iSpear,
Steamer Norumbega. which has b«*en land with these facilities, while the
formerly
of '(Wishing.
I nseday n on, April 30.
YACHT CLUh MEETING
are the rules governing child labor? dolled up at Snow’s yard for the sum same is true for those who have busi
The annu.vl meeting of the Community Yacht
Are working children doomed now mer season, goes to Mt. Desert to ness at the islands.
[ Golden Red Chapter. O.E.S. met
Club will be held Wednesday evening. .May
that the campaign for federal inter day and will be succeeded at the yar 1
DIED
7 at 7.30 o’clock in the City Council room.
(Friday, with supper served under the ference lias failed? What new tactics
Spring street to receive the annual reports,
Ly the steamer Pcinaquid which will
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach I WELT At Thomaston, April 29, Susan Eliza elect
chairmanship of Mrs. Fred Collamore must be employed? How much child
officers and transact such other matters
also undergo spring houset leaning. i opens next Sunday for its third sea- 1 beth. widow of Horace Welt, aged 87 years, (! as
may legally come before said meeting.
and Mrs. Hattie Davies. Visitors labor has the IT. S.? What has Illiter Steamer Vinalhaven is undergoing
months. 11 days. Funeral (Friday at 2
JOHN J WARPWKLL, Commodore
son,
under
the
management
of
Mrs.
I
were present from Marlboro. Boston acy to do with it? Is work a curse
o'clock from late residence.
ALBERT SIMITH PETERSON. Cl6rk
her usual spring overhauling.
John McIntire, whose first summer | CASEY At Hopedale. .Mass.. April 27.
and Brockton. Mass., Camden. Ten or a blessing? Be snobs. Marry
Rockland. .Me.. April 29. 1930
51 and 53
was
so
successful
that
the
business
|
Emma
(Price),
wife
of
George
1C
Casey,
ant’s Harbor and Thomaston. An en the boss’ daughter instead of bis
aged 58 years. Funeral in Hopedale Wed
doubled
last
year.
During
the
spring
|
Schooner
Helvetia.
Capt.
Petti

tertainment was given under the di stenographer,’’ was advice given last
nesday at 2 p. m.
rection of Mrs. Vivian Hewett featur June to his students by Prof. Rogers grew. sailed the 25th from Machias- the Inn has undergone a thorough ! LOVEJOY At New York. April 27. John C
GLOBE LAUNDRY
renovation,
with
new
paint
and
pa|
port
for
Apple
River.
N.
S..
where
she
Lovejoy, formerly of Rockport.
ing readings by Mrs. Minnie Miles, of .Boston Technology, provocative
Portifc,.d, Main*
p»»r.
N
w
tajdes,
new
kitchen
ap

DAVIS
Middfceboro.
Mass.,
April
25,
lradell
and Mrs. Jones of Seaside Chapter since of endless comment. “Snobs.” will load lumber for Boston.—Schoon
QUALITY WORK
T.
Palis,
aged
71
years.
Burial
in
Glen
pliances.
etc.
-Mrs.
McIntire
will
in

(Rockport) and vocal solos by Mrs. will be a discussion subject at this er William Bisbee. Capt. Griffin, will
mere.
PARCEL DELIVERY SERVICE
| be taken in tow to the Provinces Fri crease her staff with an expert order i
Evelyn White.
Among the earlv meeting.
STONE At Clark Island, April 27. Edward A.
1
cook,
and
the
public
will
be
served
to
!
day to load lumber for the Pejepscot
plans of the Chapter is a rummage
Stone, aged 51 years. II months, 22 days. Walter Dorgan, Tel. 106-R
j ils complete satisfaction. The Inn i Funeral Tuesday at 1 p. m. from the Glen
69-70’
sale. Anyone having donations are
‘Adjutant General James Hanson Company. The craft is under sea
asked to communicate with Mrs. of Augusta yesterday told the inside son’s time charter for this purpose. colors this year are ivory and green. | mere church.
Gertrude Boody. 84 Pleasant street, or story of the State Police to the Forty
Mrs. Evelyn 'Orcutt, 68 Cedar street, Club and found an interested and
and they will be called for.
sympathetic audience w;nich taxed
the capacity of the Thorndike gril.
The airminded trio which has been , General Hanson discussed the work
gallivanting around Southern skies of his 40 patrolmen in covering the
the past 12 days has returned to the 25.000 miles of road in iMaine, told of
Rockland
Airport—Student
In- ! their cooperation with county and
structor Jbhn Phillips, and students ! local authorities in matters of de
George McKenney of Fort Fairfield tecting all sorts of criminals and
and (Woodbury Jameson of Presque explained the organization of the
Isle. The aviators had the time of j department, Maine is divided into
their lives below the line, and their folll- district each with a headquar
flight to and from the Uarolinas was ters and officer in charge. Rockland
devoid of mishap except for the con is fortunate in being one of these
tortionist act put on by McKenney strategic points and General Hanson
when he wrapped his plane around a paid a fine compliment to Lieut.
telegraph pole during a fit of absent- Cushman, officer in charge. The
mindedness. In the olden days there State Police receive $140,000 an
was a popular song entitled “I'm Go nually and last year returned over
ing To Telegraph My Baby.” and $103,000 in fines and recovered auto
perhaps that’s what George was try mobiles. He stressed the fact of the
ing to do.
careful training of the officers whose
desire is to secure safe driving con
Those who enjoy a hearty laugh ditions. without arrest if possible.
cannot afford to miss’ The District Last year the officers made 2472 ar
School at Blueberry Corners” pre rests on charges from breaking road
sented tonight at 8 o'clock in Univer- rules to grand larceny. Hervey Allen
salisj vestry under auspices of the and Bob .Boyle, new members, were
Ladies’ Association^ with Mrs. C. E. ; initiated and the guests included
Rollins coaching and directing. A i Capt. Young of the State 'J’olieo,
glimpse at the cast reveals I)r. E. AY. Lieut. Cushman. Patrolman Pray,
Peaslee as Sim Dipsey the bad boy i David Daris. H. J. Philbrook, Leon
always making someone cry: Albert Sanborn and Fernald F. Ames of
Briggs, as Jeremiah Jenkins, his Vinalhaven.
clothes bearing the four big patches .
which he didn’t want to wear: Eu- :
gene iStoddard as the 4-year-old
Luther Brown, and .Mrs. Velma Marsh
as Mehitable Jones “sweet" on the i 4
Seminary «in<l
teacher. Hezekiah Pendergrass < (>. B.
Junior College *
Lovejoy). A short program of read- I
FOR YOUNG WOMEN
ings and musical selections will
Thorough training for
preface the rising of the curtain.

Anniversary

Specials!

$1.95

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

We offer as a leader for this wfeek a
remarkable value in a handsome
* -

Bedroom

Suite,

Bed,

$69.50

Dresser and Chest

Other pieces to match as desired at Cbrrespondingly

Low Prices
SPECIAL!

An Inne r Coiled Spring Mattress.

$18.95

The acme of sleeping comfort......

CASH OR EASY TERMS

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-319 Main Street

Tel. 980

Rockland

The Soap of a Nation

P G=
“Kind to everything it touches”

Ivory, Large
“99.44% Pure”

2

Cakes

2tc

“It Floats”

25c

Ivory, Medium 4

We have tires to MEET

(Flakes or Granules) “Quick Suds that Last”

19c

Chipso, Large
“The Largest Selling Soap in the world” >

P&

the White Naphtha

5

Cak**

49C

And service to BEAT

Ail competition in both quality and price

19e

For face and hands

Guest Ivory

TIRE QUALITY-PRICE-SERVICE

Ajax McClaren Gold Bond Tires

Dozen

“For Fine Laundering” “99.44% Pure”

Warranted 18 Months Against All Road Hazards

Ivory Flakes(Large) 19c
We are offering you Extra Savings on these Products

For One Week Only

/^esrsnooK.

Etta Blackinton
Will do Repairing, Relining and Re
modeling, Ladies' and Men’s Clothing,
at 49 FULTON ST. TEL. 960-J.

1-55

college and for life. General
preparatory course and two
years’ college work with op
portunities for individual
talents. Music, art, dramat
ics, home economics, sten
ographic courses. Small
classes. Protective home
supervision. Gymnasium and
outdoor sporls. 100th year.
Rate $1000. Catalog. ’
Agnes M. Sapfoko, Prin.
Box T
Portland, Maine

You May Purchase Tires on Our Weekly Payment Plan

BRENNAN’S SERVICE STATION

Corner Broadway and Park Streets

Rockland, Maine

?dfZjafaiaraiHierajzjzrarasfajBizjarareiai2JHJzrararaj2jgjzjg/zraf!JBiaraJzrarajatzrzjzrararafiuarafafgjarargraraj^^
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Walnut

$1.35

SI

••"••v Other-Day
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LICeWhITE

explains

why some girls are so Enchanting

ALICE WHITE, petite First
National star, in the bathroom
created especially for her in Hol
lywood. She says: “Lux Toilet
Soap gives my skin that peachbloom smoothness that is so
important to a girl’s charm.”
Photo by
Elmer F ryer. Hollywood

‘T T THEN a girl is fascinating,” says dainty
V V Alice White, whose vibrant charm
carried her so swiftly to stardom on the
screen, “you may be sure of one thing. Her
skirt is lovely!

Such soothing lather, and it leaves the skin
so exquisitely smooth and soft.
“It is such a simple way to keep the skin
lovely! Any girl can follow it, with the
same good results.”

Something About This Ex
pensive Pest and How To
Combat It
Not many houses are wholly free
from moths, and in some the pests
are so prevalent as to cause large
damage to clothing, upholstering, etc.
Here is what Arthur D. Little,
America’s foremost and pioneer com
mercial chemist has to say on the
subject in a letter to the Lane Com
pany Inc., of Altavista, Va.
• * • •

Took It At
Middle Age
“I began to take Lydia E.
rinkham’s Vegetable Com
pound at Change of Life. Now
I still take it every spring and
fall and it keeps me in good
health. I am able to take care
of an eight-room house and
garden, at the age of 71 years.
I will praise the Vegetable
Compound wherever I go for
it is a wonderful medicine for
women. They should give it a
good trial by taking about five
bottles.”—Mrs. Clara Riley,
2100 Paxton and 4th Avenue,
Sioux City, Iowa.

Lydia E, Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound
.’LydiA E. Pinkham Med. Co., Lynn, Mass

CHICKENS SAFER
Meaning Now the Poultry
Kind—And Here Are the
Reasons

The younger generation of chickens
Adelyn Bushnell plays in “His in Maine have better opportunities in
House in Order" in Watts Hal!
Thomaston this Thursday and Frida\ life this year than last for exactly
777 poultrymen in eight counties are
evenings.—adv.
51-lt
new waging a relentless war on dis
eases. insect pests, poor feeding and—
CLARK ISLAND
“Beautiful skin always attracts. It is
The crew of stone cutters at the believe it or not—faulty methods of
9 out of 10 Lovely Stars use itcertainly the most important charm any girl
Meehan plant now numbers 23. Tw management.
can have.
new stone sheds are being erected
These poultrymen have agreed to
in Ilollywood-on Broadway-in Europe
and it looks as if this company which do a few specific things, not that the
“In Hollywood, you know, the directors
formerly produced paving block ex
hicks would have a better chance but
all found out long ago that if a girl is to Of the 521 important actresses in Hollywood,
clusively is going into the ashlar and because it would put more money
curbing
business
on
a
large
scale.
win millions of admirers on the screen, her including all stars, 511 are devoted to Lux
in their pockets In fact, these men
Barge 701 is loading paving blqck believe that profits in the poultry
skin must have that peach-bloom smooth Toilet Soap. All the great film studios have
for New York at the local dock.
business depend upon these specific
ness that is so ravishing.
Walter Robinson and David Rob tilings to the extent that they have
made it the official soap for their dressing
inson arrived Sunday night to tak- enrolled in the so-called Grow Good
“The glaring close rooms!
employment at the local stone cut Pullets campaign. Just why pullets,
ting Job.
up lights would reveal
The lovely Broad
or the femules. should get the benefit
The escaped prisoner who made his of the campaign slogan isn’t clear
even the slightest im way stage stars, too,
way to this place last week, could not because the males will benefit by the
perfection in the skin. have discovered that
have been familiar with the geog better care too. Lucky for the males,
raphy of St. George, otherwise he however, they cannot be distin
And so, of course, every Lux Toilet Soap gives
would have known that the town is guished as such, when small. H. L.
star in Hollywood their skinjust the gentle
on a peninsula and unless he was a Richardson, extension poultry spe
guards her complexion care that is required.
good swimmer his chance to «sca>e cialist, University of Maine, who
most carefully.
was very poor.
assists county agents and the poultryAnd now the Euro
James Harrison has recovered men, says the most money in the
“So when I say we pean stars are using
from his recent illness and is now able business comes from eggs in the fall
to resume his employment.
use Lux Toilet Soap— this fragrant white
and pullets lay eggs in the fail. We
Edward Stone, 51. died Sunday suspected a pecuniary reason. Any
almost all of us—you soap! You, too, will
morning at his home in dark Island. way. the males will grow faster, get
LOIS WILSON
LORETTA YOUNG
may be sure we think want to try it. Order
He had been seriously ill for some to the pot sooner and make more
"Keeps
my
skin
lovely!
”
‘It’s very satisfactory!"
time and his passing was not unex 1 money if that is any consolation.
it is a splendid soap. several cakes—today.
pected. A genial and quiet person, he
Figures may be dry but they are
made many friends in his residence important to the chickens at least.
here of 14 months. He was horn at When the leading poultrymen and
Luxury such as you have found
Cushing May 5. 1878. He is survived the county agents discussed a plan to
I
only in fine French soaps at 50C
by his wife, two sisters and one make 1330 safer for chickens they
brother. Mrs. Alva Chadwick of Port thought it would be possible to get
and $1.00 the cake . . . NOW
I
Clyde. Mrs. Wilbur A. Morse of j 405 flock owners to work with them.
Friendship and Elvin Stone of Port I In other words, that was the goal so
that of the ordinary retailer. You Clyde, also two step-daughters Mrs. • by substracting 405 from 777 it shows
will kill and dress fowls Just before Oscar Hagberg and Mrs. Fred Sim I how many more enrolled than they
you start out to deliver them so they mons of this place, to all of whom Is I expectt’H. The 777 are divided among
By Dr. L. D. LeGear, V.S., St. Louis, Mo.
are sure to be in prime condition when extended sincere sympathy. Funeral the counties as follows: Androscog
services will be held Tuesday after gin-Sagadahoc, 177; Kennebec 154;
delivered.
Dr. LeGear is a graduate of the Ontario
You have a very good medium for noon at 1 in the church at Glenntere. York. 128; Knox-Lincoln, 120; Waldo,
Veterinary College, 1892. Thirty-six
years of veterinary practice on diseases
disposing of your extra cockerels
106; and Cumberland, 92.
WHEELER'S BAY
and cull female stock and you do so
of live stock and poultry. Eminent au
Now these men have agreed to do
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Wall
were
at a profit considerably in excess of
thority on poultry and stock raising.
and are doing a total of 3017 recom
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
RackNationally known poultry breeder.
what you would realize by any other
mended practices. Here are the prac
Noted author and lecturer.
means. Just how much the increase liff Sunday.
tices, some are following all, others
Lester
Elwell
spent
the
weekend
will be depends on a number of
part of them: Hatch chicks early—
with
his
aunt,
Mrs.
Reuben
Maker.
ARTICLE XL.
conditions
I should consider it a
secure chicks from Pullorum disease
Mrs.
Scott
Rackliff
and
son
Ernest
conservative estimate, however, to
free stock—feed from hoppers—avoid
such trials as Ben has had to over say that as prices are at present, spent Wednesday with Mrs. Edgar crowding—brood on wire—range on
IN THE FOOTSTEPS
Rackliff.
OF BEN WEBSTER come, hut without exception, they dressed birds sold in this way should
clean land and use range shelters.
Miss Annie Rackliff has returned
found the egg route a profitable ven bring you 25 to 35 cents more each
home after a few days' visit with
Why Not Establish An Egg Route ture. And why not? If you take than if sold in any other way.
It is therefore quite easy to see her grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. A.
and Get the Extra Profits That the your eggs in one lot to qne of the
egg buyers or to some retail dealer, that, even though the egg route does M. Pierson.
Retailer Would Otherwise Enjoy?
Mrs. Edgar Rackliff and dauchter
you know they are going to be re entail more work than simply tak
sold at a profit of several cents a ing the week's collection to some retail Maxine spent Tuesday with Mrs.
Editor's Note—This Is another story In a dozen over what you received for dealer, the extra profit is more than Elizabeth Peterson of Long Cove.
series of 52 stories on poultry raising written
by the well known national poultry authority, them. You can not only have that likely to be worth the effort neces
Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. 8., of St. Louis. The profit for your own hut can actually sary to get it
entire series wilt appear in this paper. Our demand a premium of from three to
It would be an unusual community
readers are urged to read them carefully and five cents a dozen over current store where plenty of customers could not
clip them out for future reference.
prices as a rule. It is being done by be found. The chances are that a
many "egg farmers" in various parts little investigation will reveal plenty
Every owner of a fair sized poultry of the country and there is no reason of potential customers who will he
flock should either belong to a co why the plan will not work anywhere, glad to have you serve them. You
You can offer your customers at may not be able to dispose of your
operative marketing association or
least three advantages over the or- entire output on your route at first,
be interested in the story of Ben dinary farm run of eggs such as they but by consistently offering a better
Direct from the manufacturer to the consumer. You
Webster. Ben is a hustling, likeable usually get at grocery stores. First, service than others and a superior
you
can
guarantee
that
your
eggs
are
product, you will gradually build up
young chap who purchased a run
save the jobber’s, wholesaler’s and retailer’s profits.
down f,jrm, stocked it with chickens, infertile as no roosters are kept with a thriving business of satisfactory
your laying flock, hence your eggs I proportions,
and is now attempting to make it will keep fresh much longer. Second,
(Copyright, 1929,
pay by establishing a "direct to the you can assure them that eggs are
by Dr. L. D. LeGear, V. S.)
Seven gallons delivered to your nearest railroad sta
user” egg business Of course, he'll gathered twice a day so they are
make a go of it for the story runs true sure to he perfectly fresh. The third
tion—
SWAN’S ISLAND
to the old Horatio Alger "work to win” advantage is that you can keep your
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid met
formula. Nevertheless if Ben were hens penned up so that there is no
a real flesh and blood egg farmer, I doubt about when eggs were laid. | with Mrs. Hester Freethy Friday aft
am quite sure he would get there just Eggs collected from hay-lofts or here ernoon.
the same.
and there about a farm may have
•Charles Joyce of Atlantic has gone
I have observed a number of actual been laid recently or they may not.
to Portland where he hopes to find
parallels to the popular Ben Webster
employment.
story. None of them encountered
Mrs. Rilla Joyce is at home again
Should any patron object to pay
or delivered at your house by the agent at—
ing your price, provided of course, after spending the winter In Port
land.
| that it is not out of reason, you may
Harold Hart has opened his store
I safely offer to let them try store eggs
for a while. As a rule, your willing- in Atlantic.
Sullivan of Eastport
every grave I ness to have them make this com andMrs.Mrs.Annie
Effie Bridges of Lewiston
parison will overcome their objec
tions right then and there. Eggs are visiting their mother iMrs. Clara
This paint is guaranteed by the manufacturer—one
produced under the conditions out- Stockbridge, who has been ill for
a
few
weeks.
[ lined above are bound to be better
of the largest paint making firms in the country—
i than those purchased through stores.
Before starting a business of this
The Davis Farm and Home Paint Co. at Kansas City
Embody (acred memories. They
j kind, be sure you have sufficient
are the evidence of loving
I hens to make sure of having a year
When the fish bite so do the Mosi ’round supply of eggs for your year
thoughtfulneea.
Xot to have a quitoes, Black Flies and Mmges.
| 'round customers.
Skilled in the craft of memorial
Always have a package of Zippo on
! constant supply at all times for your
re ular‘trade will hurt your business ' hand.
making, we are ready to serve
Zippo comes in liquid and paste,
* very much.
your every need.
i
In addition to the egg business with and is an ideal Woodsman and Fish
i its very acceptable extra profit fea- erman’s comfort.
Local Agent
should be in every home as
Wm. E. Doman & Son, ; ture, there are also dressed fowls to it Zippo
is a wonderful insecticide.
be reckoned with. They too will
Rockland, Maine
Price 35c
bring you a much higher price if sold
Inc.
All Druggists
• over your route than if marketed in
Evenings 8841
Tel. up to 8 p. m. 946
j the usual manner. Here again, the
EAST UNION, ME.
I
assurance
of
a
fresh
product
makes
84Ttf
51T87
1 your offering more acceptable than
BANGOR, MAINE

LUX Toilet Soap

IO c

How to Raise Poultry

Paint

Paint

Paint

$2.37 Per Gallon

$2.50 Per Gallon

Memorials

The life cycle of the clothes moth
includes four stages: (1) Egg; (2)
Larva; (3) Pupa; (4) Adult. Only
in the larval stage does the Insect
require food or do damage to furs
and woolens.
Whereas, however,
the other three ktages together oc
cupy only about six weeks, the
larval stage lasts several months at
least and often a year or more. The
newly hatched larva Is very tiny,
nearly transparent, and. since his
body assumes the color of the food
he eats, he is extremely difficult to
find. He is, moreover, very sensitive
to light, and this leads him to hide
and feed in dark folds of the fabric
or at the base of the hair of furs.
Cold storage, although effective
in preventing the depredations of the
moth, is, unfortunately, unavailable
within the home. A considerable de
gree of success in combating the moth
has also been attained by chemical
methods involving frequent fumiga
tion or the treatment of furs and
woolens with various chemical com
pounds.
In the average home, however, the
cedar chest, when properly construct
ed, affords the most convenient and
effective measure of protection. It
has been used in this country for
this purpose for nearly 300 years. We
concur, however, in the findings of
the Department of Agriculture, which
are that “To be effective these chests
must contain in the body proper, at
least 70 per cent of three-quarter
inch red cedar.”
In addition, as our own tests have
shown, cedar chests, cedar ward
robes. and other cedar storage pieces
must be aroma tight, since the toxic
effect of the atmosphere within the
chest is direct^’ dependent upon the
aroma density there maintained.
Since this aroma density is also de
pendent on the number of cubic
inches of cedar wood from which the
aroma is derived, the public should
realize that chests made of neutral
woods lined with red cedar are not
genuine cedar chests and cannot he
relied on for protection.
Experi
ment has proved that in such chests
clothes moths can develop from the
eggs, through the worm or larval
stage to the adult moths. They can
not do this in genuine red cedar
| chests that are aroma tight. ■Chests,
I wardrobes, and other cedar storage
pieces so constructed offer, in our
1 opinion, the most convenient and re’ liable agency for the protection of
j blankets and human clothing.

AX A*,’

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Confussd noise
19- Decay
J1-Hast:ned
6-?erta:-/ -•) to a foot 52-Vessel made with
20- A vegetable
Its--I
staves and hoops
23-German for "the”
12-To expect
54-Capital of the
25-To command
British Empire
27-Tool for boring
50-Mohammedan
'4-A city of China
holes
't,-., ,.
iit.aj.re
prince
23- Block of steel on
17-An es; le
57- A New England
which metal is
1?-And not
State
forged
20- lnte rjecticn—con
58- Endurcd
32- Enemy
tempt
52-One who fences
33- African skunk-llke
21- Muscle-twitchlng
carnivore
22- Ctim cl a waterVERTICAL
24- Pertalning to punplant
!
ishment
21-Wandorcr
1- An:t'ier name for
35- High rocky pin
25-To presage
bleck snakes
nacle (Eng.)
2S-Smallest in size
2- Cognizant
36- A Moorish tabor
28-0nee more
3- A kind of soft coal 37- Sounds loudly, as a
3C-To be sorry for
4- Outfit of tools
trumpet
31- Termination
5- Noted English
138-Negative
,
32- Turkish felt cap
school
39- A falsehood
34-A deep hole
7- An Egyptian god
40- Pertaining to the
37-A metallic element
8- Greasy liquid
blond people of
39-One who has com
9- Originator of
I
N. W. Europe
mitted a felony
atomic theory
41- Mlen
42-Story
44- A bird-harbinger of 10-A plant of the arum 43-A tropical lizard
family
46-A river of France
spring
11-8oldier armed with 48-Obsolete spelling of
45- Girl's flrv’e- -ame
a lance
fear
47- A Turkish title
15- Pertaining to Scan 50-Place one lives in
48- Appropriate
dinavian peoples
49- lnterjection—con
53-To soak, as flax
16- Deep ravine
55-Short for Nancy
tempt
Copyright. The International Syndicate

Solution to Previous Puzzle.

Thomaston were in town Sunday,
Mrs. Miller
ler and sons Howard anfl
Russell haive just been wrestling with
the measlei
Ies.
Mrs. Harry Young was entertained
Friday at the home of Mrs. Fred
Killeran. while there are several of
"her old friends and neighbors called"
to see her.
William Long of Tenant’s Harbor
was at M. J. Maloney’s Sunday.
Road Commissioner Alvaro Young
made some needed repairs on the
Postoffice road the past week.
Mrs. Nora Ulmer* is working for
Mrs. Riley Davis. Mrs. Davis’ par
ents, Mr.
and 'Mrs. Lawreston
Creamer, who have been with her,
have returned home.
Mrs. W. F. Flint was in Thomaston •
and Rockland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Robinson who
are in poor health were in Rocklan l I
Saturday to consult Dr. Frohock.
’

CUSHING

Mrs. Alice D. Heyer of Thomaston
spent the weekend with her sister.
Mrs B. S. Geyer.
Wilbur Strong of Thomaston was
in town on business recently.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
William McNamara who has spent
STEAMBOAT CO.
the winter in Middleboro. Mass., with
his sister, Mrs. William Boynton, has
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
returned to Thomaston and is at his
Steamer leaves Swan’j Island at 5.S0 A. X.,
‘ Stonington 6.25, North Haven 7.25, Vtnal*
farm here frequently. He is much
---------------------------------------------------------------- haven 8.15, due to arrive at Rockland about
improved in health.
' 9 30.
Mrs. Henry Crouse and mother.
WHTS IN SEW YORK—Rpmpmhtr that you
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1.3# P. IL,
Mrs. Thompson with friends were at can buy copies of The Courier-Gazette, with vinalhaven 2 45. North Haven 3.30, 8tonthe home news, at Hoteling's Sews Agency, ington at 4.40 : due to arrive at Swans Island
their farm Friday.
308 West 40th street
shout 6 00 P. M.
5Ir. and Mrs. Stanley Miller of
132-tf
Copyright 1930 by Dodge Brothers Corporation

□□DEE BROTHERS 5IX

AND

UP,

F. O. B.

F A CJ O R Y

MORE ROOM FOR THE FAMILY

-MORE CAR FOR THE MONEY
There is extra head-room, leg-room and luggage-room in

the Dodge Six. Every dimension is extra big to give more
comfort for every passenger. » » There is extra value in
the silent, safe Mono-Piece Steel Body—without a joint or
seam to squeak or rattle. » » There is further extra value in

the weatherproof 4-wheel hydraulic brakes; in the smooth,
powerful six-cylinder engine; in the beautiful body de
signs; in the typical Dodge Brothers dependability through

out the car. » > If you see it and drive It, you will want it.

sixes AND eiBHTS
UPHOLDING

E-VE-R.Y TRADITION

OP

DODGE

DEPE-NDADILITY

7 6 3

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.

HARRY CARR

Priest Drug Co.

|COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE*

THE CLOTHES MOTH

CAMDEN
Fred Dean is having an addition
built onto his store on 'Washington
street which he will use tor an Ice
cream parlor.
Friday evening there will be a
musical recital in the opera house
by the combined musical organisa
tions of the Camden public schools.
Frank Tibbetts is building a fourcar garage near his place of business
on Washington street.
Henry F.
Bock, meat dealer, win keep his cars
there.
Frank Norton who has been critic
ally ill at the Camden Community
Hospital, is convalescing.
George
Alexander is employed as nigh:
watchman at the Penobscot woolen
mill during his enforced absence.
•Frank A. Thomas, who has been
employed in Rockland by the Armour
Company, has been transferred to
Bangor and left Monday for that city.
There was a meeting of the Sea
side Club yesterday afternoon nt 3
o'clock.
Annual drive for the Camden Com
munity Hospital started yesterday
and continues until May 12. Hospital
Day. Have your money ready. No
gift too small and none too large.
Today at the Comique Theatre the
attraction is “Hot For Paris.” Wed
nesday and Thursday, Ronald Col
man in •’Coademned.” Friday. Ra
mon Novarro in "Devil May Cate."
and Saturday, Monte Blue and Lupe
Velez in "Tiger Rose.”
Theodore Ross and familj’ have ar
rived from New York to spend and
summer in town.
Capt. and Mrs. John Wadsworth.
Kenneth Wadsworth and Miss Irma
Wadsworth returned Saturday from
Miami where they spent the winter
Miss Maude M. Thorndike. Urbane
Chandler. 1‘. E. Mulholland and Miss
Etta llerrithew motored to IBangor
Sunday in the Thorndike car.
The Big Brotherhood supper which
was to have been held in the Bap
tist Church on Friday evening, has
been postponed until May 13.
Urbane Chandler leaves this morn
ing for Oldtown where he will re
main six weeks as manager pf tlie
Western Union telegraph office.
Rev. F. Ernest Smith has returned
from Gardiner where he attended the
Methodist annual conference held in
that city.

Rockland, Maine

NOW ONE or THE

Seven Body Styles

•590 to *675
Price. I. 0. b. f.ctory

j

LOWEST-PRICED CARS IN THE WORLD

PLYMOUTH
CHNvSlta

SOLD BY DODGE

P « O
DEALERS

MOTORS

BROTHERS

D U C‘T

' '.

■

EVERYWHERE-4.

$590
And up, f.o. b. factory

Every-0 ther-Dajt
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Doctor’s PRESCRIPTION
when system is sluggish;
costs nothing to try
When your bowels need help, the mildest thing
that will do the work is always the sensible choice.
Take a laxative that a family doctor has used for all
sorts of cases of constipation. Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin is so pleasant to the taste, so
gentle in its action, it is given children of tender
age and yet it is just as thorough and effective as
stronger preparations. Pure senna, and harmless
laxative herbs; ingredients that soon start a gentle
muscular action. Avoid a coated tongue, bad breath,
bilious headaches, etc. Every drug store has Dr.
Caldwell’s famous prescription in big bottles. Or
just write Dr. Caldwell’s Syrup Pepsin, Monticello,
III., for a free trial bottle.

WALDOBORO
Rev. and Mrs. IH. O. Megert anl
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott have [
returned from Gardiner where they I
attended the Methodist Conference.
Mrs. Arthur Hatch and children ,
have returned from a visit in Bath J
and Woolwich.
Mrs. Osborne Welt and Mrs. Har
vey 'Simmons were in Bath last week.
■Mrs. Harold R. iSmlth was hostess
at the meeting of- the We Flay 'Em
Club Friday evening.
Mrs. Kelsey Lash is in Boston this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Boggs and
Mrs. Lucille Thcmas were in Port-'
land for the weekend.
<W. H. Brooks Jr. has returned from
Montclair. N. J., where he has been
for several months.
Mrs. Earle Spear entertained the
Susannah Wesley Society at the
tegular meeting Monday evening.
Mrs. Fannie Burnes has returned
from a visit in Boston and Rhode
Island.
Announcements have been received
of the wedding of Josephine Martha
Crooks of Haddon Heights, N. J., to
John C. Cuwthra April 17. The bride
is the daughter of Mrs. Benjamin
Crooks who has a summer home In
town.
Mrs. L. C. Dow, Mrs. Charles Dut
ton and daughter Jane, of Winthrop,
Mass., have been guests of Mr. and
Mrs. H. K. Crowell.
Miss Ethel Overlook has returned
to Norwood. Mass.
J. V. Benner was host at the meet
ing of the iMen’s Bridge Club.
The new local train service on the
M.C.R.R. is scheduled as follows:
East Bound. 9 a. m.: 12.59 p. m.;
6.01 p. m. Sundays, 9.20 a. m. West
Bound. 8.46 a. m.: 2.55 p. m.; 6.12
p. m. Sundays 3.17 p. m. This will

WARREN
ORWBMlOWUli

SYRUP PEPSIN
COMBINED WITH

LAXATIVE
SttNA COMPOUND
ton

[CONSTIPATION
60 CENTS

WPSIN SYRUP CO

SOU noe»„To,, i
, ^ONliCEtto.tus UJA|

be in effect for a month when the
regular summer schedule will be
adopted.
Mrs. I. P. Bailey, Miss Gladys
Bailey,, Mrs. S. H. Weston. Miss
Elizabeth Weston. Miss Grace York",
Mrs. .Medora Perry, Miss Emma
Boggs and Harold Flanders attended
the meeting of Crystal Chapter.
O.ES. in Damariscotta.

SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Mildred Waldron spent a few
days in Portland last week and the
weekend and holiday here as guest
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. 8.
Waldron.
Mr. and Mrs. E. V. .Shea and Alden
Shea have returned home from Rock
land where they have been living
for the past five months.
William -Carter has returned to
New Harbor after a short visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Elwell.
.Mrs. Harlene Drinkwater and two
children of .Hockland were quests
Monday of Mrs. R. H. Rackliff.
Mrs. Mabel Osgood (formerly Ma
bel Bradbury) called on friends here
Monday.
Mrs. Mary Curtis Gross of Rock
land was the guest of Mrs. S. S. Wal
dron Monday.
Miss Ruth Simmons has returned
home from Rockland where she has
been working for several weeks.
Stanley iSimmons left Saturday for
Seal Island where he expects to be
engaged in the lobster business dur
ing the summer.
Mrs. H. Kinsley Draper of Canton,
Mass., was at her cottage here Sat
urday.
Milton Elwell was a guest of his
parents on Hewett’s Island Sunday.
Miss Frances Hurd and Miss Mil
dred Waldron were guests at the
Waldron farm Sunday.

SEED TIME IS HERE
We have a splendid assortment of
VEGETABLE, FLOWER
GARDEN AND FIELD SEEDS
Every kind of seed that long experience as
seedsmen has demonstrated will thrive well in
Maine soil and climate.
SEE PAGE TWO
of our Catalog about FREE Seed offers.
If inconvenient to call at our store, write for
catalog and order by mail
Satisfactory service guaranteed

Listen In

Tuesdays

8.00 P. M.
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Kendall &
Whitney

Ruralists

(930)
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end
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SUPPLIES — SEEDS

Klindall & Whitney
TEDERAL and
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STS.,

PORTLAND
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Don't take Chances, be

ROCKPORT

Miss Arlene Sawyer left Saturday
Airs. J. T. Vose of Portland is the
morning for Middletown, Conn., ac guest of her daughter Mrs. Ralph W.
companied by her father. H. D. Buzzell for several days.
Sawyer. Miss Sawyer had spent a
Mrs. Mabel H. Withee is vacation
short Easter recess with her parents ing from her duties at the Camden
here
National Bank and incidentally
The annual parish meeting of the breaking in a new Ford coupe.
Mrs. F. F. Fowle spent the week
Baptist Church will be held next Sat
urday evening at the church. Supper end in Gardiner with her husband
will be served at 6.30, after which the who was in attendance at the Maine
business meeting will be held. Those Methodist Conference.
Mrs. Linthel Lane is spending sev
memtiers not solicited should provide
sweets.
eral days in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Piper and son
Claude Averill joined George StarDonald of Portland were guests Sat
rett’s road crew Friday morning.
The annual fair will be held at the urday and 'Sunday of Mr. Piper’s
Congregational Church Aug. 14. The 1 parents. Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Piper,
following committees have been ap Mechanic street.
Tlie Saturday Club was very pleas
pointed: Fancy work—Evelyn Rob
inson. Nettie Jameson, Alice Mathews. antly entertained last week at the
Abbie Newbert, Frances Spear and home of Mrs. Effie Veazie.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Berry who
Belle Walker; candy—Flora Mc
Kellar, Florence Gardiner. Grace I are at Seven Hundred Acre Island for
Campbell, Grace Spear and Adelaide the summer s|ient the weekend at
Holt taprons — Elizabeth Munsey. their home here.
John McKinney of the New Eng
Alice Watts, Laura Brackett, Mary
Wyilie, Jessie Walker and Edna land Tel. and Tel. Co. is employed
Boggs; punch bowl—Anna Starrett. temporarily al Augusta.
Fred Achorn has moved his house
Nancy Clark and Fannie Wyilie;
grabs—Janet Robinson, M. Grace hold goods from the Blaisdell house,
Walker,
Gertrufle
Starrett
and Mechanic street to the Homer Roach
Phoebe Harmon. There is to be a house.
Miss Mildred Robinson after a two
supper the same date with Carrie
Smith, Adelaide Norwood, Nettie weeks' stay at Knox Hospital re
Vinal, I.aura Starrett, Ilda Russell, turned home Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. iS. Gardner, who
Alice Brown. Doris Harmon and
arrived home Thursday night from
Hilda Aspey on the committee. .
At the meeting of Ivy Chapter, a few days’ visit in Boston and East
G.E.S.,
Friday
evening,
charter j Braintree, Mass., left again Friday
members' night was observed. At I morning for Portland, Mr. Gardner
the banquet a table was reserved for } being unexpectedly called there on
tlie honor guests, there being 13 of J business. They returned Saturday
tlie 17 living charter members pres : night.
Bertram Gardner was home from
ent. A gorgeous birthday cake and
dainty place cards graced the table, Augusta for the weekend.
tlie color scheme of pink, green and 1 lt.H.S. played its fourth game and
white predominating. At the close won its fourth victory Saturday when
it met Union H. S. on the local field
of the regular meeting Fast Matron
with a resulting atcore of 14 to 4.
Abbie .1. Newbert gave an interesting
Crockett and ''Rill’’ Ingraham got two
resume of the history of Ivy Chapter
2baggers apiece and each batted in
during the first three years of its
four runs. The games for this week
activity. Among the notable facts
are R.H.^., vs. St. George H. S. Tues
was that the chapter is now 36 years
day and KjH.S. vs. Waldoboro H. S.
old, having been instituted Feb. 27,
Thursday both on the local field and
1894 with 68 charter members. -So
R.H.S. vs. Thomaston H. S. Saturday
prano solos were very pleasingly
at Thomaston. The latter will be the
rendered by Sister Hilda Aspey. In first League game.
behalf of the chapter, W. M. Carrie
Mrs. E. A. Morrill received the sad
Butler presented the charter mem
| news Sunday morriing of the death
bers with carnations, as a token of of her nephew, John C. Lovejoy,
the esteem. Those who came from
which occurred Saturday in New
out of town were F. M. Esther New York City. He had been in ill health
bert, F. M. Melvina Parker, Dr. and for sometime. Mr. Lovejoy was a
Mrs. .1. F. Starrett. the first three former Rockport boy. the son of Mr.
being charter members. Interesting and Mrs. L. H. Lovejoy and friends
remarks were offered by all the in town will he grieved to learn of
charter members. The evening was his death. Burial will be at Ossining.
amusingly concluded with the pre N. Y.
sentation of a one act farce. "How the
Rev. and Mrs. P. C. Hughey left
Story Grew,' given by Laura Brack early Monday morning for Boston,
ett. Mary Berry. Carrie Smith, Belle called there by the illness of his sisWalker. Florence Gardiner. Rosina terin-law. They were accompanied
lu’ er. Jennie Starrett and Tena Mr- as far as Portland by Mrs. Charles
'allum. The old fashioned costumes Cavanaugh who will visit in that city
vorn by the members of the cast for a few days.
brought forth many a hearty laugh.
A meeting which should appeal to
Dr. Campbell has a new Ford all mothers, particularly those who
coupe.
have children of school or preschool
Mr. and Mrs. William Overlook age, will he held at the Town hall
leave Thursday for Orff's Corner Thursday afternoon at 2.30.
A
where they have employment.
speaker will be present from Au
Mrs. Alzada Simmons is caring for gusta and deliver a talk on “Child
E. S. Crawford of North Warren.
Health to the Parent." Every mother
Nivin Crawford and Mr. and Mrs. should be present and avail herself
Newell Eugley called Sunday to see cf this opportunity to procure free
E. S. Crawford.
valuable Information concerning their
Word comes from Boston that Mrs. child's welfare.
Helen Knowlton, who has had surgi
Herbert Jr., and Laurie Mann, sons
cal treatment, is improving. Mrs. C. of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mann, are
S. Coburn, her sister, is with her.
ill with whooping cough.
Mrs. Edwin Boggs and family of
South Portland are visiting Levi
MRS. LILLIAS R. HALL
Boggs.
Lillias R., widow of George A.
Adelyn Bushnell plays in “His Hall, died April 14 in Rockport at the
House in Order” in Watts Hal!, home of her daughter. Airs. Fred
Thomaston this Thursday and Friday Partridge, aged 79 years.
evenings.—adv.
51-lt
The deceased was born at Appleton
but her mother died during her infancy and she went to Alatinicus to
live with her grandparents. She was
married in Camden, then came to
Rockland where she resided until the
death of her husband 28 years ago.
She had made her home with Airs.
Partridge the past six years, the last
four of which found her in bed a
helpless invalid, but faithfullj' cared
for by her daughter. She is survived
by three sons, Joseph, William and
Benjamin Hall, all of Whitinsville;
three daughters, Airs. Partridge and
Airs. Myrtle E. Wellman of Rockport
and Alrs.Gladys Ifletcherof Friendship,
and eight grandchildren. The funeral
services were conducted by Rev. J.
Charles AlacDonald of Rockland, and
the body was taken to Achorn ceme
tery for Interment. The sons and
son-in-law, Fred Partridge were the
bearers.

SURE
When You buy Aspirin

look lor the name

BAYER
There is a way to be SURE

about the Aspirin you buy. Look
for the name BAYER on package

and the word GENUINE printed in

red. It's your guarantee of purity,

safety and reliability.
Genuine Bayer Aspirin is what
It relieves
pain promptly, harmlessly. It does I
I
not depress the heart. Relieves !
colds, headaches, sore throat, pain j

the doctors prescribe.

from various causes.

fer degrees on four candidates Mon
day evening. The supper committee.
Mrs. Bert Smith, Mrs. Oscar Lane,
Miss Evelyn Manson. Mrs. George
Luwry and Mrs. Maland Ames.
A rehearsal of the Vinalhaven Drama-ic Club was held Friday evening
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Lane. Tlie comedy drama “Aaron
Slick from Pumpkin Crick" will lie
presented at an early date.
Mrs. Charles Chilles entertained
friends at bridge Friday evening at
her home on Atlantic avenue. Sup
per was served.
Little Jean Strachan picked a full
blown dandelion April 26.

—proved in nation-wide test—
In a country-wide test on Match 18, Kelvinator
dealers in 48 states and the District of Colum
bia, reported that Kelvinator’s wonderful SuperFast Freezing froze water to solid ice in from 45
to 155 minute*.

The average of all freezing tests was 80 minutes.
Even the outside figure—155 minutes—is far
faster than any other automatic freezing known
to domestic electric refrigeration.

amazingly fast freezing, automatically.
regulation is needed.
Nothing to tax

No
the

memory.

Only with Kelvinator can you freeze ice rapidly
without lowering the temperature in main food
compartment. Foods can never be spoiled
through too low a degree of cold.

The model Kelvinator you require may be pur
chased on easy terms through Kelvinator's attrac
tive ReDisCo monthly budget plan.

Demand Super-Fast Freezing

4-WAY COLD

in the Refrigerator You Buy

Back of Super-Fast Freezing is Kelvinator’s
remarkable 4-Way Cold. In Kelvinator de luxe
models are maintained four separate degrees of
cold at all times—each wholly automatic and
independent of the other. All domestic models
have super-fast freezing.

Only Kelvinator domestic models have the
famous Iso-Thermic Tubes, without which auto
matic super-fast freezing is impossible.

These

tubes, acting as a cold plate,

give

KELVINATOR
THE

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATOR

Central Maine Power Company
. At any of

y-'-Vr ATOR

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION FOR

HOMES,

oar ttorti

OFFICES, STORBS,

FACTORIES AND INSTITUTIONS

in everything

but

price!

DYNAMIC NEW

Kl N
WHEELBASE of 114 inches, low swung affording generous
legroom, headroom and elbowroom—seventy eager horse
power, released by a new full power muffler pioneered by
Studebaker—impressive, smart and swift in every line—The
Dynamic New Erskine is BIG in everything but price!
Study these features—compare them with those of other cars
of like price: hydraulic shock absorbers; costlier double-drop frame;
■elf-adjusting spring shackles; Lanchester
4-DOOR SEDAN
vibration damper; fuel pump; gasoline filter;
oil filter; force-feed lubrication; thermostat
controlled cooling; crankcase ventilation.

A

$373.33

Erskine
prices range from
me pi
itofs 12} at the factory

DOWN
Delivered, Com
pletely Equipped

NORTH WARREN

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO.
Park Street
BUILT

BY

Rockland, Me.

STUDEBAKER—BUILDER OF CHAMPIONS

►VSOJIL
The Name
me ot Better Bedding

amble
iLilhyotirhealfh.1
1
1

I
I

|

VINALHAVEN

World’s *1 Fastest Freezing

THORNDIKEVILLE
Robert Crabtree is ill with tho
measles.
Esten Soule of Waterville is visit
ing at William Lothrop's.
’
Peary Merrifield is the proud pos
sessor of a new Plymouth car.
Airs. William Lothrop returned
from Worcester Mass., after a two
weeks' visit with friends and rela
tives.
Mrs. Raymond Crabtree who has
been visiting relatives in Massachu
setts the past week, has returned
home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Howard who has
been spending the winter In Port
Clyde is now with her daughter, Mrs.
L. Merrill, in this piece.
A. W. Thorndike has been sawing
the various wood piles in the neigh
borhood ty It h his gasoline saw.
A. W. Thorndike has exchanged
places with Ernest Howard for what
is known as the Augustus Carter
homestead at South Hope.
Mr.
Thorndike has moved his family
there. Friends and neighbors in this [
place wish them luck and feel sorry to i
lose such kind and accommodating ;
neighbors.
Jeptha Curtis who has been board
ing at John Pushaw's the past two
months, left for New Hampshire Sun
day where he has employment on
road construction.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Merrill and
Myrvern Merrill were in Port Clyde
Sunday, guests of Sydney Davis and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Mills of Cam
den were callers at John Pushaw's
Sunday. Mrs. Leltu Dean was also
a visitor there.

Mrs. Lester Mank spent the week
end witli her parents in Brunswick.
Charlie Wilson has moved his
family to the Calderwood place. He
is employed on the rabbit farm.
Evelyn Erickson is working for
Airs. Lizzie Hawes.
Aliss Skillin spent the weekend nt
her home in Portland.
Edward Crawford is seriously ill.
The many friends of Mrs. Aubyne
Hawes of Union are glad to hear a
1 favorable report from the Massachu
setts Alemorial Hospital, where she
was operated on Tuesday.
Eddie Coombs visited in Portland
recently.
WHEN IN BOSTON—Remember that you
Air. and Airs. Barrett Cotton of
run buy copies of The Courier-Gazette with
Rockland visited Airs. Cotton's par
the home news, at the Old South News Agency.
ents, Air. and Airs. H. D. Post, recently.
Washington St., next Old South Church

dues/Wes/

Dayson Coil Spring

Charles Libby arrived Saturday
from Boston to resume his duties as
purser on the steamer Gov. Bodwell.
Rev. C. H. B. Seligar of Union was
in town for the weekend and by in
vitation of Rev. P. J. Clifford preached
at Union Church Sunday evening.
There was special singing by the
choir.
Regular meeting of De Valois Commandery, K. T„ will be held in Alasonic hall Friday night. The com
mittee will report on St. John’s Day
observance.
Ray Webster returned Saturday
from Rockland where Mrs. Webster
underwent a surgical operation Fri
day.
Mrs. Merritt Lenfest returned Sat
urday from a visit with reatives in
Boston and New York.
Airs. Alary Cassie returned Satur
day from Worcester, Mass., and is the
guest of her son, A. AI. Cassie, High
street.
Cora Vinal is home from Portland
for a week’s vacation with her par
ents. Mr. and Airs. Burton Vinal.
Airs. Etta Wright visited Rockland
Friday.
IKenneth Amiro spent a few days in
Rockland the past week.
Rehearsals are being held for the
minstrel show and one-act comedy
entitled “A Lucky Fool.” It will be
presented early in Atay under the
auspices of the senior class Vinal
haven High School.
William Chilles and family have
moved into Albert Green’s house on |
Granite street.
Air. and Airs. .1. E. Beggs who have
been guests of Capt. and Airs. E. S.
Roberts and Mrs. Leila Tolman, re
turned to Rockland Wednesday.
Airs. Susie iPhilbrook entertained
the "Ace of Clubs" Friday night at
the home of her daughter, Mrs. Bir
ger Magnuson. The evening was de
voted to bridge, two tables being at
play. Honors went to Hester Ames
and Addie Hall. Lunch was served.
Rev. P. J. Clifford returned Satur
day from Gardiner where he attended
Atethodist Conference.
Marguerite Chapter, O.E.S., will con-

DAVS0N BIOOlNC COMIMV

The Dayson Coll Spring. com
posed of 140 highly temperetl
coll springs securely fastened
together, is without an eoual
»h a moderate priced bed
spring. Your dealer has one
he will gladly show you.

minutes
l\

Page Five

Medical authorities agree that restful sleep
is an important factor in good health and
disposition.

Combined with the Dayson upholstered box
spring, a bedding outfit is obtained that in
sures lasting comfort, permanency and beauty.

Restful sleep, of course, depends largely on
proper bedding accessories, a comfortable mat
tress and a buoyant spring.

Made by Maine’s foremost manufacturers of
bette’- bedding, DaySbn products are sold by
retail dealers all over the State.

The Dayson Sweet Rest mattress, made from
scores of resilient springs encased in downy
felt has the comfortable qualities that so many
mattresses lack. Sleeping on a Dayson Sweet
Rest is like sleeping or air, so comfortable, so
restful that once you have used this mattress
"ou will never enjoy any other. -

SPRING - AIR
The New Dayson Bedding Outfit
ASK YOUR DEALER

Dayson Bedding Company
Maine's Foremost Makers of Better Bedding .
Bangor — MAINE — Portland
Dayson Products Are Sold By These Maine Dealers:
BROWNVILLE JCT.
The Gerry Co.
BRUNSWICK
F. J. Gosselin A Sons
BUCKSPORT
W. M. Mitchell
CALAIS
F. I.. Stewart Furniture Co.
CAMDEN
A. S. Prince
CARIBOU
Currier A Mockler
G. M. Morgan Co.
CLINTON
Potter’s
Marcellus Caln
BELFAST
DAMARISCOTTA
Home Furnishing Co.
K. S. Klllott A Son
BIDDEFORD
Fred Harrington
Wilfred Landry
BASTPORT
Potter’s
R. Flagg A Son
Warren Furniture Company
KI.LKU ORTH „
BINGHAM
II. C. Austin A Co.
Taylor Bros. A HUI
FAIRFIELD
BLUEHILL
Merrill A Hinckley
Lawry Bros. Co.
FT. FAIRFIF.LD
BOOTH BAY IIARBOK
Johnston Co.
N. Werce
FREEPORT
BRIDGEWATER
G. S. Twltehell
W. W. Flah A Co.

XI l« KN
Chandler’s Furniture Store
AUGUSTA
F. II. Beale Furniture Co.
ISIILAND
A. G. Andrews & Co.
BA NGOR
Eastern Fumltnre Co.
Freeses
Bangor Furniture Co.
C. E. McAvey
Farrar Furniture Co.
BATH
A. I> Stetson A Son

GREKNYILLK
D. T. Sanders A Son
HALLOWELL
II G. Wood
HARTLAND
A. R. Burton A Son
HOULTON
Dunn Furniture Co.
J. K. Tarbell Co.
JACKMAN
Guy P. Winslow
LFAVISTON
Bradford-Conant Co.
LIMKSTONK
I.. A. Cyr
LINCOLN
II. B. Johnson
K. A. Weatherbee Co.
MACHIAS
R. K. McKenzie
MADAWASKA
George R. Rice Co.
MADISON
Madison Furniture Co
M'RS HILL
R. W. Wight
McKINLF.Y
U. G. Reed

MILO
Arthur A. Clark Furn. Co.
MILLINOCKET
Fuller Furniture Co.
MONSON
Jos. Davison
NEWPORT
Taylor A Kates
OAKLAND
W. II Wheeler A Son
OLD TOWN
tioldandtli Furniture Co.
Old Town Furniture Co.
ORONO
W. A Mosher Co.
PITTSFIELD
Farrar Furniture Co.
PORTLAND
Falmouth Furniture Co.
Potter’s
Reliable Furniture Co.
Hub Furniture Co.
PKKSOUF. ISLE
K. W. Wight
K XNGKLEY
O. R. Roxve
ROCKLAND
Eastern Furniture Co.
H.udiey Furniture Co.

RIDLONVIIXR
If. A. Emery
RUMFORD
Rumford Furniture Ce.
SACO
F’lllen
SANFORD
N. J. Gendront* Oe.
SKOWHEGAN
Lawry Bros. Ce.
SMYRNA MII.ES
J. K. Tarbell Ce.
STONINGTON
Freedman Foralture Oe.
VAN BUREN
H. A. Gagnon
WATERVILLE
Atherton Furniture Ce.
Plcher Furniture Ce.
W’aterville Furniture Oe.
W ESTBKOOK
Warren Furniture Comnanj
W’KST ENFIELD
Me Kay A Fowlee
WINTERPORT
J. H. Foley
WISCASSET
<
S. G. Evans
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J 1GHTIFOUSHS are important to

THE MISSION FIELD

everyone, as they are essential for
the guidance of all shipping, carry
ing goods and persons to and from
this country, and on the Great Lakes
and interior rivers. In ancient times
when commerce was carried on
mainly by water they early became
necessary for the navigation of ships,
and the Pharos of Alexandria, most
famous of lighthouses, was built on
the coast of Egypt more than two
thousand years ago. In the colonial
days of this country communication
between the Colonies was principally
by water, in addition to the shipping
routes to the Old World, and light
houses were soon built; the first
light station, at the entrance to
Boston Harbor, has now been in
commission two hundred and thirteen
years.
For a long time the only guides
provided for mariners were the
lights, hut unfortunately when help
is most needed, in fog and thick
weather, the lights become practi
cally useless. Now fog signals of
various types are maintained. Under
the general term of aids to naviga
tion are comprised all the guides
specially provided for shipping, in
cluding lighthouses, minor lights,
lightships, fog signals, buoys lighted
and unlighted, and daymarks. The
Lighthouse Service cf the United
States, which under tiie Department
of Commerce, has charge of this

Representative of Unions
Give Interesting Messages
At W. C. T. U. Meet
The W.C.T.U. heli! a meeting .Fri
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Eugene Stoddard, Grove street, with
members from all the mission circles
participating. This came under the
department of temperance and mis
sions, Mrs. Jeannette Dunton, leader.
A varied and interesting program
had been prepared.
Brief reports of the work done by
the different mission circles in the
city were given. Miss Alena Young,
representing
the
Congregational
Circle, spoke of the recent Mission
Conference at Jerusalem; of the
Missionaries' Message to non-Chris
tian systems.
Suffering humanity
and Christian education were stilt
tiie outstanding need.
Mrs. Abbie Conners, representing
the Methodist Circle, told of some of
tile work it had done for foreign
mission hospitals, and read the story 1
< f the home for crippled children in
Fu Chan, China; how it was made J
possible through the faith and ;
prayers of a little girl herself a !
cripple.
• *
* * *
Miss Mabel Seavey of the Little
field Memorial Baptist Church said it
had four circles in its society, taking
in all ages—the Circle, the Auxiliary,
the Guild and the Crusaders. Her
report showed that a large amount
of work had been accomplished the
past year, extending from China to
Alaska.
Several books had .been
read. Miss Alice Fuller, of the Uni\ersalist Circle said that this year
they had inaugurated a series of
circle luncheons for profit and at
tendance. The work had been large
ly patchwork sewing, hospital work,
work for fresh air camps, flower
mission, and reading.
Mrs. Nettie Stuart, read the story
of the first missionary to the African
West Coast. The work there is han
dicapped by the multitude of lan
guages there being 143 tribal lan
guages. cnly part of them having
a written language. Mrs. Stewart
gave a humorous recitation, "The
Jlascom's Visit To Their Son in the
City"
Jn the absence of Mrs. Evelyn Hix
no report from the First Bapt-ist
Church Circle was given, but it is
known that the mission workers there
have done a large amount of work
tills year, both foreign and domestic
• • • •
Mrs. Carlson pastor of the Baptist
Church at Owl’s Head, told a story
of her pers nal recollections of con
ditions in China when she was doing’
missionary work in Swa Tau. China.
One of the pleasantest things was the
way all the missionaries got together,
regardless of denomination and
planned how best they could carry
on this work. The c ndition of the
people there was appalling, espe
cially of the women. In an area of
CO miles there were millions of peo
ple huddled together in villages. The
misery, poverty and disease were j
terrible. It didn’t seem that it would
ever be possible to do much of any- ,
thing for them, their needs were so
great. But they listened with in
tense interest to the Gospel message
of a loving 'Saviour and gave up
many things to accept Christ. The I
mission* churches were often estab
lished in haunted houses, as they :
could be bought cheap, and the good
spirits soon drove out the evil ones.
Mrs. lEliza Jones of Rockport, gave •
a very effective recitation. “The i
Skeptic and the Little Girl.’’ Ern
est E. Johnson sang two song selec
tions. A dialogue. “A Woman’s Privi
lege,” was enacted by Mrs. Mil
dred Washburn and Miss Vivian
Chaples.

Every-Other P'”
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Above p eture. Kilauea Point Light Station,
Kauai Island, Hawaii, one of the great light
houses of the Pacific. Below, the waves dash
ing against Minots Ledge Light Station. Sea
coast Mass. This light guides storm tossed
mariners toward the haven ot Boston harbor.

Consecutive lighthouses along a coast are oftan
varied in type. with respect to duration of the
light, to facilitate their indentiflcation by mar
iners.
Chief types are: fixed lights, flash
lights, intermittent lights and revolving lights.

1

i

about 18.000 aids of these different
kinds, a greater number than any
other country. The work is con
ducted through a headquarters in
Washington and district offices in the
principal seaports, the country being
divided into lighthouse districts,
covering the Atlantic, Gulf and Paci
fic Coasts, the Great Lakes, the
Interior rivers and the outlying terri
tory, Alaska, Porto Rico and the
Hawaiian Islands,
including all
United States territory excepting
the Philippine Islands and the
Panama CanaL
Some of the lighthouses are not
able engineering structures.
The
tower at Minots near Boston, on a
ledge awash in the open sea, required
five years to build. Tillamook Rock
lighthouse near the mouth of the
Columbia River was most difficult to
construct on account of the exposed
position—in great storms the seas
go over the top of this tower. 140 feet
above the water. Notable lighthouses
are at Cape Hatteras, and along the
Florida Reefs. Others recently built
are the towers on Navassa Island in
the West Indies, Lansing Shoal in
Lake Michigan, and Cape Spencer,
Alaska.
A great amount of interesting
scientifically designed equipment is
used at these stations, in order to

AMERICA’S
LIGHTHOUSE SERVICE
by GEORGE It. PUTNAM
U. S. Commissioner of Lighthouses

First Lighthouses built By the Pharos* Over Two
Thousand Years Ago. First American Lighthouse
Dates Back Two Hundred and Thirteen Years
(This article ami illustrations used through the courtesy of The Merchant
Marine Bulletin, a U. S. Shipping Board publication)
obtain the greatest efficiency from
lights and sound signals, and to give
every signal a distinguishing charac
teristic.
Electricity is the most
effective illuminant where it can be
econ mieally obtained. In the stand
ard lamp for primary light stations
kerosene oil is used, vaporised and
burned under a mantle—we can get
about eight times the illuminating
power from kerosene in this way.
Built up glass lenses are used at im
portant stations, concentrating near
ly all the light in beams or planes
useful to the mariner. The lenses
are now of moderate size, hut are
rotated at high speed, carried in a
trough of mercury.and send out beams
up to 1.000 G00 candlepower. A large
amount of automatic
apparatus has been in_ ______
troduced
in
recent
years, and considerable
economies have been
made by this and other
means. While the num
ber of aids to naviga
tion has increased by
50 percent in the last
20 years, there has been
practically no increase
in the personnel. There
is no prospect, however,
that the primary light
stations and lightships,
with powerful lights
and fog signals, can he
operated without keepers.
By designation of the
Secretary of Commerce,
the Lighthouse Service
J
has charge of the aids
to navigation on civil
j
airways, including heaB
con lights, radio and

an accident to intoxication even | COLBY COLLEGE NEWS
when it is known by witnesses to j
have been a factor. Here, and in (
(By Alma Gliilden)
Some Statistics Which Are cases where the amount of alcohol I
consumed has not been sufficient to
The annual banquet of the V W.C A.
Bound To Startle Many cause obvious intoxication, the acci • was recently held at Foss Hal!. Fol
dent is sometimes recorded as due lowing the banquet. "Colby in Japnn."
Who Read Them
to confusion, carelessness, reckless a play centering around the lives of
ness or inattention.
two Colby missionaries in Japan, was
(From the National Woman's ]
• , • •
given in the auditorium of the
Christian Temperance Union)
"There is need of more definite and Alumnae Building.
Facts indicate that drunken driv- j
• ♦ . •
ers in this country have killed 15.000 i widespread public knowledge of the
and maimed or otherwise injured - effect upon the driver or pedestrian
Colby recently finished its inter
300.000 to 500,000 people—many of i of alcohol used in quantities far short collegiate debating season by defeat
• ♦ • •
of those which result in obvious in ing the team from University of
them children.
Mrs. E. M. Lawrence, who has re
These facts must be considered in I toxication. but which tend neverthe Maine by the unanimous vote of the
cently returned from a winter in the any discussion if prohibition reneal i less to decrease motor control and judges.
The question for debate j
South, brought a stirring message. At present the drinking driver is a ! may appreciably lessen the sense of • was: Resolved, That the Nations of
We are living in a new age. she said, menace; the doctrine of "Pe-ionai ' responsibility. One drink may be the World should adopt a Plan of
with new ways. Modern inventions Liberty” makes him a selfish killer, j enough to make a man take a chance. Complete Disarmament.
have overcome boundaries and space. Repeal prohibition ana he will be Investigation should be made to dis
• . « •
Peoples are thinking the world scourge. Canada repealed prohibi cover how far alcohol is a contribut
The annual gymnasium meet ot the
thought and doing the world deed. tion. In seven years whiskey sales 1 ing cause even when it is not the
Colby women was held April 12, in
Zvlore and more people are to hear and trebled, and. witli only a slight in- I principal cause of accident."
know about America’s noblest ex crease in cars, convictions for j Ontario, recognizing the mounting the gymnasium of the Alumnae
Members of the four
periment. Prohibition. When Fran drunken driving increased 3600%.
death toil from alcoholized drivers Euiiding.
ces Willard looked out upon the
Mounting alcoholic accidents in ' gives every motorist, with his license, classes took part in the meet. The
broad Pacific .and decided that as other countries where drinking is i a printed warning that many motor program consisted of gymnastics,
the W.C.T.l’. knew no dividing line unrestricted warn the UiS.A. that I accidents are the result of liquor. marching . clogging, fencing and
of denomination so it must be with every vote to liberalize the liquor , This warning tells the motorist that stunts. This gymnastic meet wag the
out national boundaries—a world laws here adds to the qhance of it takes one-fifth of a second for a first to be held in the Alumnae Buildf rce. daring to stand upon prin killing or maiming some one—par normal brain to send out the message ins and it was judged as the best ever
ciple; a united Christian womanhood, ticularly a child.
which will enable the owner of that held at Colby. Elizabeth R. Beckett,
'30, of Calais and Mary K. Wasgatt,
seeking the abolishment of the ,
We have 80% of the world’s cars; brain to put on brakes in an emer
'30, of Rockland were awarded let
liquor traffic. At no time in its his [ our accidents grow with each year. , gency.
tory did the W.C.T.U. have to fight Traffic experts are trying to save
The same process takes from two- ters, C. W. (Colby Women).
....
for principle as it is doing today. lives needlessly killed
by auto fifths of a second to three-fifths of
The very spirits of darkness seem drivers. One sure method of reduc a second when a man has taken the
The annual Lyford Interscholastic
bent on a united effort to break down tion of accidents will be the com average drink. A car going 35 miles Prize Speaking Contest which is to
the defense by the aid of every plete prohibition of intoxicants. Re an hour will travel 20 feet in two- be held under the auspices of Colby
modern device. They are seeking to peal prohibition and our roads will fifths of a second; and the govern College May 2, is to be the largest
win the eyes, ears and minds of the become long lanes of slaughter.
ment of Ontario warns drivers held in years. Forty schools with 75
people. The W.C.T.U. must use these
against liquor specifically on that contestants have entered the con
....
same means of rapid and forceful
point.
test. The boys will be entertained
In seven years convicted drunken
methods if they would hold what we
There can be no blame attached to by Pi Kappa Delta, national forensic
drivers
killed
376
and
maimed
or
have gained. Christian women the
prohibition for the results of drunken society.
• • , •
world around must rally to the hurt 14.000 others in Massachusetts. driving—especially when one refers
One
third
of
those
hurt
were
chil

standard cf the white ribbon.
to the enormous increase of drunken
Ameen Richari, noted Arabian lec
dren.
In
Connecticut
drunken
driv

Mrs. Brewster told how the W. C.
driving in Canada. In the case of turer and poet, is to speak May 6
T. U. was supporting mission workers ing caused 391 accidents in a year. drunken driving we deal with the ac under the auspices of the College
In
New
York
the
police
credit
840
in many countries. By the contribu
quisition in the past ten years of mil Y.M.C.A.
• • • •
tions of $5 for mission work and a crashes. 47 deaths to drunken driv lions of machines potentially as dan
ing
in
a
year.
Detroit
credits
330
subscription to the Union Signal, they
gerous as locomotives (whose drivers
The Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity
crashes.
15
deaths
to
drunken
driv

became Light Line Unions. An offer
are forbidden to drink) and the gave its annual
formal dance,
ing in a year.
ing was taken for that purpose.
licensing of millions of amateur April 25.
These
are
figures
taken
from
the
At the close of the program light
drivers; and the propagating of the
« • • •
great scattered mass of statistics, and dangerous idea that "Personal Lib
refreshhments were served.
all collaborators admit that the offi erty” is a higher law than all else.
Tina C. Thompson of Waterville,
cial figures are a minimum. It is
and a sophomore at Colby, recently
TENANT'S HARBOR
possible only to conjecture the num
broadcast two readings over Station
Your
rug
problems
can
be
settled
There will be work ill the M. M. ber of accidents and deaths caused
WLBZ. Bangor.
with
satisfaction
guaranteed
by
call

degree nt Eureka Lodge. F.&A.M. by drink and not officially so re
• • • ♦
ing
The
People's
Laundry,
Limerock
Thursday evening.
ported.
Miss Louise ,Mi Dyer, a sophomore
street,
Tel.
170.
We
shampoo
your
Edgar Hart sold two of his male
Death rate from auto crashes in 78
at Colby College, recently visited her
pheasants to parties in Bangor. He cities with 33.000,000 population in rugs and return them promptly, like
124-tf home in Camden.
has some handsome birds and they creased 11% from 1028 to 1929, says new
draw a lot of attractions.
tiie Census Bureau." All the crashes
Hermie Rawley is ill.
investigated in Pennsylvania by the
■Charles Taylor has some young State Highway Police were due to
lambs born last week.
mental lapses says Captain White,
Cecil Andrews is to leave the first ' superintendent of the patrol. Could
of May for New York to work on a there be any clearer warning against
yacht.
j mixing alcohol and gas?
This community was saddened by
Official government figures show
news of the death of Mrs. Giacc 150.716 persons killed in road acci
Clark, daughter of Charles and Abbie dents in seven years. Applying state
V. Clark. Sympathy goes out to , and city experiences to this figure
the bereaved ones
we arrive at the conclusion that at
Mrs. Benjamin Pooley. an old lady least 15,000 have been killed by
In her 80s, hooked a rug this winter I drunken drivers.
from a pattern that was more than
Dr. W. V. Bingham, chairman of
100 years old. It belonged to Mrs. Secretary Hoover’s Committee on
Betsy Clark and came to Mrs. Pooley Causes of Automobile Accidents,
by the way of her son's wife. Mrs. said:
George Pooley. The rug is made of
' It is highly probable that liquor
all silk pieces and when it was fin is a factor in a much greater pro“Fresh from the Gardens”
ished looked more like a picture than porti n of cases than is officially
a rug. The pattern was of pink recognized. Intoxication at times is
In Packets and Individual Tea-Bags
si6
roses with a gray groundwork. It difficult to prove in court. More
over there is a reluctance to ascribe
had a quick sale.

RUM AND THE DRIVER

With a Quality Guarantee

"SALADA"
TEA

I1
I

other aids, intermediate landing
fields, telegraphic, telephonic, and
radio communication, and weather
reporting stations.
This work of
facilitating aviation is becoming in
creasingly important, and is progressng rapidly, there are now over
S0OO miles t f lighted airways.
The human element is the most im
portant in any organization. Al
though the pay is small, the life
sometimes lonely and the work often
hazardous, the Lighthouse Service
attracts an excellent class of faith
ful men. willing to take large risks in
doing their duty and in helping oth
ers in distress. The whole service is
on a strictly merit system, and
there are no politics in it. A high
degree of discipline i»
-------------maintained. At all im•
portant light stations
there are two or more
4
keepers and on the
lightships there are six
to fifteen men. Many
provisions are made for
their welfare, including
retirement for age nnd
for disability.
Such a service is ex
posed to serious risk. A
i
West India hurricane
.. t ',‘
reaching the coast usually does much damage.
<< - ' V
and a severe winter gale
and ice storm carries
away buoys and lights.
At these times the duty
•
of the lightships and
tenders is severe and
hazardous. The small
•
number of accidents to
these vessels is evlwj?.
dence of the skill with
' :. 7 ‘
which they are handled.

PRIZE SPEAKING

Two of the most remote light sta
tions arc those at (’ape Sarielief and
Scotch Cap in the Aleutian Islands,
Alaska, marking the passage between
the Pacific Ocean and Bering Sea.
The records of the service are full
of heroic incidents of this character.
The keeper of Pin t Island Light
house. Lake -Michigan, once rescued
the entire crews of two schooners
which were driven on the Island by
gales, pulling the in n on to a ledge
as they leaped into the water. The
tender Columbine in the Hawaiian
Islands rescued a British bark of four
times her size after 56 hours of con
tinuous work.
Nothing short of
valor, heroism and determination en
abled the officers and crew of the
Columbine to save the imperiled
vessel.
This action received the
commendati n of the President.
On one occasion Martins Industry
Lightship was driven from the sta
tion in a hurricane. The ship lost
all her boats and the master had
three ribs broken, and the vessel
dragged until nearly in the breakers;
but the mate worked her back almos*
exactly to the regular position using
sail power alone.
A submarine operating off our
coat t. lay near the lightship off Cape
Hatteras in August. 1918. torpedoing
vessels as they approached.
The
lightship sent out warnings by radio
which are the means of saving many
vessels, hut the warnings were picked
up by the submarine, which then
fi:ed on and sank the lightship, the
crew escaping in small boats.
Two years before, when the U-53
was torpedoing vessels off Nantucket,
the crews of many of these sought
refuge on Nantucket Lightship, and
at one time there were 115 ship
wrecked men on the lightship.
There have been a number of wom
en lightkeepers. One of them, the
keeper of Angel Island Light in San
Francisco Bay, cnce reported that
after the machinery • f the fog signal
had become disabled, “she had struck
the bell by hand for 20 hours and 3?
minutes until the fog lifted.”
A widely known lightkeeper was
Ida Lewis, who died several years
ago. She lived at Lime Rock Light
house, on a ledge in Newport Harbrr.
for 57 years, her father having been
appointed keeper when she was 12
years old. She was keeper of the
light for 32 years. There are reports
of her having rescued 13 persons
from drowning.
The lighthouse work has probably
as much r mance and heroism and
general interest connected with it as
any government activity, and its
heroism and history are of peace and
protection. It is full of interesting
applications of science and engineer
ing to the helpful service of men. to
the protection of life and pr perty
upon the sea. The lightkeeper sjar.ds
his vigil for all humanity.

turned to them, but if not, it will find
its way to the Dead Letter office. A

I

Center picture, a well known Great Lakes
beacon. Poc Reef Light Station, straits of
Mackinac. Mich. Above, keepers* chopping ice
from Ambrose Channel Gas Buoy (New York
harbor).
Below, a novel construction, being
Pacific Reef Light Station. Florida.
Below
left, the world known and always welcome
siqht Ambrose Channel Lightship, on station
(New York harbor approach).

* These Pharo lighthouses are said to havo
been 400 feet high, constructed of white
marble, beacon fires burned day and night.
History records that lighthouses were con
structed at Dover, England, at about the same
time.

number of such letters, bearing symbols, characters, intending to mean

seme address, have been received in
the Rockland postoffice.

Waterville
and
Augusta
Girls Won Honors At the
Rockland Meet
Saturday afternoon a good sized
audience listened to speakers repre
senting the 12 schools in the Central
District preliminary competition of
the Lydia O. (Hamlin) Spear speak
ing contest.
The selections used
covered a wide range of style, almost
every type represented. There were
no poor speakers. Any one of the con
testants would have been a prize
winner in a contest of lesser scope.
One of the judges spoke of it as the
best prize speaking he had ever
listened to.
First place was won by Sybil L.
Wolman of Waterville with the selec
tion “The Prince of Court Painters;"
second place by Beatrice Palmer of
Cony High who gave "Ashes of
Roses." ‘The Story of Patsy" as in
terpreted by Ruth Kimball of Maine
Central Institute won third honor and
fourth place was tied between
Kathryn G. Webb of Winthrop High
and Jean McSheehy of Kent’s Hill
Seminary the former presenting
"Wheels of Time” and the latter, Miss
M Hay's "Ballad
of The Harp
Weaver."
Music by the High School Orches
tra added much to the enjoyment of
the audience and lessened the tension,
especially during the rather long in
terval of waiting for the decision.
The judges were Senator Zelma M.
Dwinal of Camden. Richard J. Libby
of the State Department of Educa
tion. Augusta and Supt. Harold B.
Clifford of Boothbay Harbor.
The method by which the decision
was made may he of interest. Each
speaker was ranked upon four dis
tinct phases of his work: (1) Appearanq?, poise and gesture, counting 25
points; (2) voice and expression, 25;
13) articulation and pronunciation,
10;
(4) interpretation, 40.
The
speeches were simply ranked by the
judges on these four scales and the
marks handed to the chairman, Supt.
E. L. Toner, who then called upon all
the coaches present to aid in tabulat
ing the results.
General satisfaction was expressed
at the fairness of the decision. The
winning of first and second place, re
spectively, entitles Miss Wolman and
Miss Palmer to compete in the finals
which are to be held in Augusta May
8. The first prize in the final com
petition is $75 and the number of con
testants is limited to 10, two from
each of the five districts.

J

m"“ V alue of Values
The greatest appeal of the New Essex Challenger is dollarfor-dollar value. That is the opinion of owners, new buyers
and prospects everywhere.

What Men Say:

“I bought Essex because it stands
out in its field with distinctive
value, appearance and perform
ance."
•

•

•

"/ want a car to be proud of—and
Essex is it. In masterful get-away,
hili- climbing and roadability it
surpasses everything. And its
appearance and economy are as
fine as money can buy.”

You are invited to drive the New
Essex Challenger. You will learn
why everyone proclaims it the great
est dollar-tor-dollar value.
•

$

What Women Say:
“ My car must be as much a matter
of pride as my clothes or my home.
Essex satisfies that requirement
in every way. For me there is no
other choice. ”

rt'NEW

“Just as proud of my new Essex
as of the S3.000car I also bought.
It is easy to drive, and in perform
ance and comfort equals any car
I ever owned."

•

For the Coupe

g

f. o. b. Detroit. Factor?

—Seven other models as attractively
priced. Wide color choice at
no extra cost

E SSE

FREAK MAIL ADDRESSES

The fad to address mail matter in
freak manner, intending to test the
ingenuity of the postal employes, has
been found to he so keen that it has
been necessary to issue from the
office of the Postmaster General an
order that such cryptic addresses are
not definite and sufficient and no at
tempt will he made to decipher them.
If the name of the sender is containt d on the matter, it will be re-

•

at a price all can aflord

BLAISDELL AUTOMOBILE CO.
710 Main Street

Tel. 896

Rockland, Maine

